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Hal Riddle, Formerly Of Fulton,
To Be On Several Television Shows
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Then next Sunday, night, FebFor those of you who may have
been wondering when Hal Riddle, ruary 11, you'll see him again, but
former Fulton boy, would be ap- briefly again, in "Bus Stop", in a
pearing on television again, here chapter called "A Man's World" Volume Thirty-One
(will probably be changed to "Put
are his latest appearances.
He will be appearing this com- Your Dreams Away" by the time
ing Thursday night, February 8, you see it, says Hal). It stars the
in "Dr. Kildare". This chapter is girl friend of Hal's closest friend
called "The Glory Hunter" and in Hollywood, star Jack hemnion.
Hal is in a very brief scene toward She's Felicia Farr.
Hal and Jack have been very
the end. So, watch closely for him
in the second restaurant scene close friends since their early days
where he'll come up to "Lacey'', in summer stock together in Althe reporter, and go over to a lentown Pennsylvania.
booth together for their short
But you'll only see Hal briefly . The Fulton High School will be
•in a scene with Rhodes Reason. host to the First District Basketscene.
ball Tournament to be held begin"The way they cut films when Hal plays one of his deputies in ning Feb. 28 and continuing
you're not the star, it could be the scene where they are examin- through March 3.
shorter than even I expect," ex- ing a blown up safe.
But in a few more weeks watch 'One game will be played each
plains Hal. He plays "Brodie," an
your TV Guides for a "Shannon" night in the Fulton gym. Admisintern, In this one.
story called "Saints and Sinners" sion will be $1.00 for adults and
because then you'll be seeing more 50 cents for students.
Game time will be 7:30 P. m.
of Hl in this one since he has the
Joe Ford of Mayfield and Bobfeatu ed role of "Fred -Ringer",
jottings
the 'mpathetic head of a nar- by Hargis of Calvert City will be
cotics rehabilitation home, as he the officials. Earl Bolin of Clinfrom
and Shannon" (George Nader) ton will be the official timer and
try to track down one of the for- Harmon Pierce of Fulton will be
official scorer.
mer inmates.
Officials will Meet at Fulton
High on Feb. 18 at 2:30.to draw
for places in the tournament.
KILLED IN ACCIDENT
J. M. Martin of Fulton will be
Russell F. Fagelan, 52, met with manager of the tournament and
a fatal accident Sunday night Charlie Thomas of Fulton will be
about 11:30 in Alpena, Mich., ac- assistant manager.
cording to_. word received here.
Schools to. play in the tournaHis wife was here visiting her ment will be Riverview of Hickson, Edward Thomasran and fam- man, Fulton County of Hickman,
It is my pleasure to have as a
ily, when she received word of his Fulton City of Fulton, Hickman
guest columnist this week, my son
death. She left Monday night for County High of Clinton and CarR. Paul III, who had the privilege
Alpena.
lisle-County High Of Bardwell.
of being a page in the Senate
Chamber of the Kentucky General
Assembly recently. R. Paul is 14
years old. I asked him to put down
on paper some of his impressions
of the session and they follow:
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Note Book

MY TRIP TO FRANKFORT
I have often heard it said that
every American has a chance to
be president of the United States.
Most of us realize that the chance
comes to only a few people. I
have often 'toped that if I ever
came anywhere close to getting
anywhere near the places where
our laws are made I would be a
mighty lucky boy.
So you can see that I had a
dream come true when Governor
Bert Combs and Lieutenant Governor Wilson Wyatt told me that
I had been appointed one of the
three constitutional pages to serve
in the Senate of the Kentucky
General Assembly. I was appointed to serve the whole session but
Mr. Martin and Mr. Holland did
not think it a good idea to be
away from class that long. Lieutenant Governor Wyatt was nice
enough to make it possible for me
to serve one week so that I could
have the life-long memory of serving as a page in the highest lawmaking body in Kentucky.
Mother and I and Representative Hoyt Barnett drove up on a
Monday morning. The session was
to convene at 811311 P. M. EST in
the Senate chamber. That night
because I was so new to the job
I had the very fortunate honor of
sitting by Mr. Wyatt. As the session began I was introduced by
the Lieutenant Governor to all
the Senators. I was very inspired
by the way the session was conducted. While I was in Frankfort
I was the house guest of Tommy
Combs.
Because I was there for such a
short time I could not begin to
absorb all the legal technicalities
in passing a bill so that it can become law. From what I learned it
takes a whole lot more to pass a
bill than just putting a lot of
words on paper.
My duties consisted of running
errands for the senators. -These
errands consisted of taking bills
to the various offices and I par(Continued on page four)

Jeff Darnell
Dies Wednesday
Jeff Melton Darnell of Route 3,
Hickman, magistrate of the Fourth
District of Fulton County, died at
4 a. m. Wednesday at the Obion
County General Hospital on Union
City, where he had been a patient
for four days. He was 68.
Mr. Darnell was born near
Hickman in Fulton County on
Jan. 2, 1894, son of the late G. L.
and Sarah Conner Darnell. He was
a member of the Midway Baptist
Church.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Ethel
Darnell; two sons, Charlie Darnell
of Hickman and G. L. Darnell of
East St. Louis; two daughters,
Mrs. Evelyn Keene of Hickman
and Mrs. Mable Whitehead of
East St. Louis; 14 grandchildren
and one great-grandchold.
Services will be held Friday at
2:30 p. m. at the Midway Baptist
Church. Burial, under direction of
the Barrett Funeral Home of
Hickman will be in Sassafras
Cemetery.

Mrs.Pigue Is
Heart Fund
Drive Chairman
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New Bank Deposits May Near Million;
Fields President Putnam Vice-President

Headed by Mrs. Rat-Ilene Pigue,
Plans for organization of a bank in South Fulton
308 Third Sreet, Fulton, as,chairman for the Fulton area, the 1962 proceeded this week, with a meeting of stock subscribHeart Fund Drive got under way ers followed by the naming bf a President, Vice-Presion February 1. Mrs. Pigue's ap- dent and a 15-man Board of Directors.
pointment was announced by WilTuesday.night's meetibg was held at the Om, and
Ram T. Hockensmith, State Insurance Commissioner, Kentucky All Club and was attended by 55 to 60 people from this
campaign chairman. -The drive general area. Other visitors ibtluded bankers from
continues through February.
Mrs. Pigue, who was the 1961' Nashville, Union City and Arkansas.
Charles.B. Fields, a resident of South Fulton and a
Fulton chaIrneNs in the Heart ;
campaign, in Weir assisted by the attorney and property owner in Obiop County, has been
Fulton Buslnees and Professional I
Women's Club which is sponsor- named President.;_Dr,-R„31. Putnam; a resident of South
Fulton and a practicing optometrist in Fulton has been
ing the drive.
Pointing to the Kentucky Heart named Vice President.
Association's "increasingly sucYates. farmer, and the yet-to-be
cessful fight" against heart and
The others on the Board of di- named executive vice president.
blood vessel diseases in this State rectors include C. N. Brundige,
As yet, a.name for the "new
—through clinics and other active lumber .and investiAnts; Mac N.
CHARLES FIELDS
community service projects, pro- Burrow, dairy fara0r; Dr. Glynn bank has not been selected.
According to officials, $200,000 lars. The group does not believe,,
fessional and lay- education, diag- F. Bushart, physician and surgeon:
nastic and surgical equipment pur- Charles Cannon, insurance and in cash has been subscribed for a however, that the two Fulton
chases, and support of heart re- realty; James Green, automobile. capital stock structure, which may 'banks will reflect anywhere near
search by Kentucky doctors-11r. parts; Michael Homra. business- be divided either as $100.000 capi- such a combined loss, but rather
Hockefusnith urged contributions man; Harry McKinney, farmer; tal stock and $100,000 surplus, or that a large amount of deposits
topping last year's $333,000 "by a Paul Nanney, automobile dealer; $75.000 capital stock, $75;000 sur- by local people currently placed
plus and $50,000 undivided pro- in banks outside the Fulton area
wide margin".
Joe Mac Reed, seed and feed
-- dealer; John Simrell, manufactur- tits.
will be brought home. to the new
In the opinion of one member institution. Several parallel cases
er; Dan Taylor, automobile dealer;
R. H. White, ice manufacturer and of the new board, initial deposi', involving newly-established banks,
Kentucky property owner. Tubb may run as high as a million dot- were cited for such
The new bank plans to askfor
I. C.
membership in tne
which guarantees deposits up It ,
$10 000.00.
Mr. Fields told the News Wednesday that simultaneous appliThe Fulton City Commission has hired its first cityi
cation will be made to the FDIC
manager. Sworn in to handle the administrative affairs
for membership and to the TenBankirar fer
ne:see Deuartment
f the City of Fulton is R. B. Baxter, whose application
a charter. A period Of inveAigastated that he has held various positions with the muUNION CITY, Tenn.—Under a
Hickman is one of 10 towns un- firm by both agenciPs -will require
new welfare system here, mothers der consideration for a branch about 60 days: the charter will be
nicipalities of Morristown, Newport, and Kingston all
seeking county aid for their ille- plant which would work 200 to issued by the Tennessee St crttary
in Tennessee and Dalton, Ga. He is 45.
The annual dinner meeting of gitithate children must name the 300 people.
State.
Mr. Baxter was hired by the Mayor and Commission- the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber father and swear out a warrant This was -announced today by of Mr.
Fields also stated " '
the Kentucky Chamber of Com- cently• a committee rev.
ers at their meeting Monday night, and immediately of Commerce will be held Mon- for his arrest.
merce. which is trying to lure the he proposed bank went •
February 19. at the First
thereafter sworn in. Hawill spend the next several days day.
The plan is aimed at relieving company to the state.
Methodist Chula h at 7 p. m. DinOle to confer with Stale ha!
Obion
County
taxpayers
by
makobserving general municipal operations round Fulton ner tickets will be $1.50. Please
The name of the company wasn't authorities, and said :1tith-!
ing
pay
the
for
fathers
the
supbefore returning to Morristown and moving his wife call by the Chamber office and port of their illegitimate children: announced.
stated that the new
Therarospect.and IfickmAn lead- 'feasible" for Smith
purchase yours if you 'are not
and furniture to residence here.
After
a
few
rridnths
operation
ins
ers conferred, however, at a clos- eating -that' no rna.ior
contacted.
reported 'working pretty well. ed meeting held- last week iliek- blocks appear'to he in the w;e.
In addition to his police and month to start. (It is presumed
Officers Will be elected at the
Te!IIi(• ,1..
safety work at the Eastern Ten- by this newspaper that if, at the meeting.
It's the brainchild of Judge Dan man leaders present included insofar as the Sbite
Charles A. Lattus, Elbert Burc- is concerned.
nessee city, Baxter has previously end of lhis tried- period
Directors whose termn of office 'McKinnis who said he had "been
things are
been director of fire and safety humming along smoothly, a salary will expire are: W. M. Adams, thinking,for some time,whether it ham, Phillip Roseman, Harsad
sin..
After.n charter
services at Oak Ridge, Tennessee; adjustment upwards will probably Frank Beadles, Rodney Miller and was the'duty to support these Moore and State Rep. Hoyt Bar- will be selected, employo
nett.
Roseman
is
head
of
the
1
is a former director of personnel be in order.)
children-When
their
fathers
could
eltutine an executive vice-Presi7
Joe Treas, the present president.
Hickman Garmept Co.
for the National Cylinder Gas
Mr. Baxter attends the First
dent) will be hired .arel the bank
Directors who will still be serv- be doing it."
Others present or taking part.in
Company, Newport, Tennessee; Baptist Church. He is a Mason ing are: W. P. Burnette, Charles
If the mother refuses to name the effort to bring the branch can begin operations.
has received training from the and a Shriner. His wife is a li- Reams, Louis Weeks, and Jim
No target date ler beginning of
the father, welfare aid is with- plant here included officials of the
U. S. eorps of Engineers in safety censed nurse.
White, all elected in 1960; Chuck held. "We would feel certainly Kentucky
was ann n Hat this
Utilities Co. industrial operations
and maintenance practices at Oak
Beard, Randall Burcham, C. H. that she was not cooperating," development
time.
section.
The new City Manager's training
Ridge; and is a former employee
McDaniel and Sonny Puckett, McKinnis said. But if the man
Women would make up 80 per
of the Street Department in his and experience in municipal and elected in 1961.
cannot be located, the woman is cent of the work force of
departmental
the
home twit of Dalton, Georgia.
supervision
instill
entitledto
welfare
aid.
plant.
Mr. and Mrs. Baxter have no -eludes: Three and one-half years' -.)kmes Butts, president of the
service in street repel", sewers, .laycees; Dewey Johnson,- presichildren. '
garbage pickup and disposal, also dent of the Y. M. B. C.; and MarBaxter has been hired by the the upkeep of parks and ceme- tin Henry Warren, president
of
Commissioners for a period of six teries for the City of Dalton, Ga.; the South Fulton Boosters
Club
months at a salary of $500 per
(Continued on Page four)
are members of the Board, also.

Commission Hires City Manager On Six
Months Trial; Salary Is $500 A Month

Chamber Dinner
To Be February 19

Mothers Must
Name Father ID
Welfare Cases

Hickman Being
Considered For
Branch Plant

Judge Padgett
South Fulton City Employees To Be Heads Council
Hired At Adjourned Meet Monday On Development

Ned Breathitt Favors Highway For
Nearby West Kentucky Counties
MAYFIELD, Ky., — The residents of Western Kentucky should
work for a toll road, interstate
highway or some other "modern
superspeed highway" for Graves
Calloway, Hickman and Fulton
counties, Edward "Ned" Breathitt
said here.
Breathitt, rTne1uir of the state
Public Ser ce Commission, and
who is on of several being talked
as a cangidate for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination, spoke
at the Rotary Club here.

and Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward to ask that a feasibility
study of such a road be made.
Breathitt said the highway
should connect with the- West
Kentucky toll road and that it
might connect with an interstate
super-highway in Tennessee. He
said such a road could be a direct
route from Memphis to Louisville.
He urged that Tennessee state
officilas be brought in on the conferences regarding such a road.
Breathitt also said he favors usHe urged the people of this area ing more money from the general
to get in touch with Gov. Combs fund to provide rural roads.

•

He listed public education, roads
and highways, water control and
sound economic development as
the basic structure for progress
in Kentucky.
"Forces are at work in Kentucky" he said, "who are willing
to sacrifice this program in order
to return to power. I, and other
dedicated citizens, are working to
prevent this wrecking crew from
tearing down this basic structure
for progress."
He added that present taxes
should be sufficient to carry out
that program.

A four-county area development
:as formed at Clinton
council
Tuesday night and Judge Eli Padgett, head pf the Hickman County .
Fiscal Court was named -its first
chairman. More than' 100 persons
attended from Fulton. Hickman.
Ballard and Carlisle counties with
a large delegation attending from
Fulton County.
Following the overall drganizalional meeting the delegations
from the individual counties went
into caucus to name leaders of
•
ter saying that fallout material is their separate groups.
available for the City of South
John D. Whismara administrator
Fulton a no cost to the city. It for Kentucky's area
development
was suggested that the material program was the principal
speakcould be stored at either the city er and tThinted out the many ophall'or the school at the present portunities available
to the State's
time. He also spoke of a recent governmental units
for improvesurvey of buildings in South Ful- ment and development
of their
ton suitable to be used as fallout communities in all areas of
en(Continued on page five)
deavor.

The hiring of city employees, scheduled for Monday
night, was postponed until on Monday night of next
week, when the South Fulton City Council will meet in
adjourned session at 7 p. m.
At the regular council meeting Monday night, Mayor Milton Counce spoke of a letter he had received in
connection with the proposed Sewage Plant for South
Fulton. He said that the City of South Fulton has been
notified that immediate action should be taken on the
matter. The holdup at present is by the City of Fulton.
Mayor Counce presented to the
council the case of Mrs. Mercedes
Arnold, who operates a cafe in
South Fulton. It was decided to
give Mrs. Arnold her beer license
back, as the courts had not found
her responsible for trouble in her
place of business recently.
The mayor also informed the
council that he had received a let-

Plenty of Hard Work May Bring Outdoor Amphitheatre To Area
Gov. Bert Combs made it known Monday that the
build a $75,000 outdoor amphitheater in the
Kentucky Lake area for the production of outdoor
dramas and other tourist entertainment.
The governor's commitment came through Mrs.
Paul Westpheling of Fulton who is serving as a onsultant to the governor to develop the tourist and travel
resources of Western Kentucky.
state will

Mrs. Westpheling said Monday
that the gevernor 'is prepared to
erect the amphitheater for this
summer if West Kentucky business
and civic leaders can form a nonprofit organization to finance the
production of outdoor activities
patterned after the Stephen Foster Drama Association of Bardstown. Interests there pledged upwards of $50,000 to produce the
drama, which has brought hundreds of thousands of tourists to

Central Kentucky since it was
first presented about three years
ago.
The Fulton editor and radio executive has been appearing before various groups in the Kentucky Lake area to interest them
in the project that could establish
Western Kenucky as "The Vacation Land of America."
On January 26, Mrs. Westpheling appeared before the board of
directors of the "Between-The-

Lakes" Recreation Association to
present the matter and received
the unanimous endorsement of
that group.
Smith Broadbent Jr., president
of the-group, named a committee
of five persons from that organization to work with other West
Kentuckians to form an outdoor
drama association fOr this area.
Mrs. Westpheling also has discussed with the nationally known
playwright, Kermit Hunter,- the
possibillly of writing a play based
on the life of the late Alben Barkley.
Hunter, author of "Unto These
Hills," which has shown successfully before audiences in Cherokee, North Carolina for the past
eleven years, is a great admirer
of the life and accomplishments
of the famous Paducah resident
and is gathering material for the

play that can be produeed this
summer if the necessary finances
can be pledged in this area.
Having made a study of the
organizations that were formed to
produce the Stephen Foster Story
at Bardstown and "The Book of
Job" at Pineville, Mrs. Westpheling said that the potential for
such an organization in Western
Kentucky is far greater than those
areas since the five state parks
in the Kentucky Lake area draw
thousands more tourists to enjoy
the recreational activities offered
by the state parks.
The five parks in the lake area
are Columbus Belmont Park at
Columbus, Penny-rile Park at
Dawson Springs, Cherokee Park
near Hardin, Kentucky Lake State
Park near, Hardin and Kentucky
Dam Villale at GilbertsvWe.
Pennyrile State Park is expand-

ing its tourist facilities and Kentucky Dam Village will open its
fabulous one-hundred-room hotel
this summer.
.
"I know that mans' persons operating motels, hotels, restaurants
and recreation establishments in
the lake area will want the amphitheatre built at their doorsteps,"
Mrs. Westpheling said, "and that's
underitandable. But the governor
has stated that the site of the
proposed amphitheater will be selected after a careful study is
made by experts as to a location
that will afford all tourist and
travel businesses some _ results
from the tourist influx that an
outdoor drama will bring to the
area."
At Bardstown, the 'state-construcd amphitheater is leased to
the son-profit Stephen Foster
(continued on page /owl

A list of appointments from the
Fulton County area will be announced at a later date.
Members who attended from
Fulton______ County
were: Horton ,
Baird. James White.-Parks Weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard, W. P.
Burnette, Dr. Glynn Bushart.
Warren Graham, Mayor Gilbert
DeMyer, Mrs. Loren Harding. and .
Mrs. J. C. Olive, secretary of the -Chamber of Commerce all from
Fulton: Wilson Fowler, Fred Lusk.
Louis Barnes, and Jack Austin
from Cayce; John Watts, J. C.
Bondurant, and Sam Holley from
Hickman.
MRS. STOKES SPEAKS
Mrs. Virginia Stokes was guest
speaker at ihe regular meeting of
the Junior Department of the
Fulton Woman's Club Tuesday
night at 7:30 at the club home.
She discussed "Paintings and How
to Hang Them." Mrs. Nathan
Wade had charge of the program
and Miss Wanda Holland presided.

Wynken,Blynken And Nod: Lowman Seeks Senate
With High Price Against Low Cost Power
earnest, and that's debatable.
We have never been able to unWhile Mr. Lowman was nodding
King
derstand why the name of Harry
to the low cost power delenegatively
old
age
the
us
to
Lowman suggests
gation he was simultaneously nodding
nursery rhyme, Wynken, Blynken
up and dawn, up and down, up and
Lowand Nod. We have known Mr.
down, with the same furor to the
how
uncanny
and-it's
years
man for
private utility boys, who' promised
the poem almost comes to real life as
hint then, so the story goes, that if he
candidate
the perennial, would-be
would strangle the low cost power bill
be
will
he
that
known
it
makes
now
he'd be a Candidate for the Senate.
a candidate for the United State SenAnd sure enough here he is a candiate.
date, winking at the Combs AdMinisfirst
We've just got to reprint the
tration to-get that $20,000,00 annual
verse oi the Eugene Field poem to
as Speaker of the House, and
'salary
bear out our amazing association with
in awe at the big name poliblinking
in
Lowman and the three characters
may have decided to try to
who
ticans
the poem.
• get this fellow from being stalled at
Here it is:
the gate, again as he has been in so
Wynken, Blynken and Nod one night
many races before.
Sailed off in a wooden shoe:--"Nets of silver and gold have
Sailed on a river of crystal light
we,"-the poem says, and that might
Into a sea of dew
just be true of the backers claimed by
"Where are you going, and what do
Mr. Lowman, but it won't be a sea of
you wish?"
dew that Mr. Lowman sails into when
The old moon asked the three.
he meets the fantastically competent,
"We have come to fish for the hercapable and tremendously popular
ring fish
Wilson W. Wyatt on the campaign
That live in this beautiful sea;
trails. W-B-N (Wynken, Blynken and
Nets of silverand gold have we,"
Nod) Lowman is going to be in water
Said Wynken,
so far over his head he's going to call
Blynken
for the Ancient Mariner to bail him
and Nod.
out.
It's going to take carloads of silNow the readers of this newspapver and gold, instead of nets-full, to
er may not get the full connection of
sell Harry King Lowin;an to the peothe poem with Mr. Lowman as well
ple of Kentucky as a sericgo candias we do. The only association our
date for the Senate. The Unired States
readers have with Mr. Lowman is that
he nodded his head furiously- right Senate is a high and mighty place of
and left, right and left, right and left ..nionor. It is not a low man's spawning
ground for yes-men.
to tell the local delegation that he
Yes, indeed, we'd like to parawould NOT take the low cost power
bill out of committee in the 1960 Gen- . phrase another stanza of the famous
poem. It goes like this:
eral Assembly so th4 Fulton and
For a short time their nets they
other affected areas could negotiate
threw
with private utilities for low cost
To the voters who wanted No
power. The men in our delegation and
Harry King—
other delegations know Mr. "Nod"
Then down from the ballot the voters
Lowman well. They'll knock on every
blew
door they can to. get him defeated, if
Lowman down under again.
he ever gets on the campaign trail in -

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Those who want much are always much in need.
—Horace
Editors and Publishers
Human life is a constant want
Voted "Pest All Around" in class in Kentucky
and ought to be a constant prayer.
in 1454 Kentucky Press Association judging
—Samuel Osgood
Si',, Flecnnd Wane In 1950 and Honorable
,1111
usat159
What we most need is the prayer
9ucce.or of various weekly papers in Putof fervent -desire for growth in grace,
ton, the firlt of which was founded in 1880.
eypressed in patience, meekness,love,
addr.aa an
man (anbaertntions chance nt
•PLorisa Me to POst
11011 MO
rienttlek7- —mid good
deeds. Published Every Thursday of The Year
—Mary Baler Eddy.
• oreaaker of the Kentucky Press Aaseelatlei
You cannot escape necessities',
leaned - elms postai, paid at. Fitton.. Ken
but you-can-conquerthem.
emits said at additional matting *Mess.
- —Seneca
Iliameriution Pates: SI 00 per year in Futile
-4
1111tkeram. Graves Counties. Ky., and Obion and
Man wants but little here below,
Winkle! Counties Tenn. Blsewhere throughNor wants that little long.
out the United States 411 per veer
.-Oliver Goldsmith
Thursday, February 8, 1962
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
I. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPITELTNO
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Sun

Jewell

with tongue-and-groove four-inch
flooring.
For that day it w▪ as a cozy dwelling for a pair of country school
teachers. I had a garden and a
cow and chickens and no end of
Did you feel and hear the firewood on the place.
That blizard came down around
earthquake tremor shortly before
1 a. m. Friday? Several people in Christmas, give or take a few
Fulton did, along with folks in all days, I waked that morning to
lowering skies and an icy north
the surrounding towns.
wrapped my britches
Mother was up sewing, when wind that
toting in firewood from a
the house started shaking. She and
beech tree down by the
said immediately she thought of a fallen
and sawed 'and
conversation about the "end of creek. I chopped
time", which was held at her shivered.
When I wasn't baking one side
club meeting the night before.
other by that litThen, she decided she mustn't get and freezing the
was out in the win
seared, and that is must be some- tle fireplace, I
being blistered by zero zephys
thing happening to the furnace.
zooming down the zodiac. We put
Mrs. Carl Ptickett, Sr., who lives blankets over the two windows
out on the Union City Highway, and kept a little fire going ir, the
said the tremor woke her up. She cookstove in the little kitchen adthought there had been an explojoining.
sion out back. Mrs. Puckett said
We ate boiled cowpeas and ham
when her bed didn't cave in, she hock and cornpone by the living
went on back to sleep, but got up room fire. But we fr,oze just the
bright and early the next miirn- same. I stoked that fire and it
ing to turn on both the TV and roared up the chimney, but no
radio to laarn what had happened. sooner did the smoke hit that wind
Some people here who heard that it too promptly froze. By midand felt the earthquake tremor aftes, I'm su're the temperature
thought it was jets going twee.
hadOiropped well below zero, and
by night it must have hit 10 belAt.
It was around midnight that I
I would like to thank Mrs. Lena
Hutcherson of Memphis for the came out of bed with a howl of
following nice letter, and an en- error. The whole room was chokvelope of used stamps, I request- ing With smoke and the walls next
to the fireplace were blazing. I
ed. Her letter follows:
tore off in my shirttail to get the
Dear Ouida:
When I read my News last week water bucket in the kitchen. I had
I saw where you were sending to break the ice with the dipper.
But I got enough moisture to
stamps to a church or something,
so was throwing away Christmas make the fire fizz louder. Then
cards later and am sending *you I made a run for the dug well in
the back yard, taking no time to
the stamps.
I read the News carefully each put on clothes or even shoes. My
week and enjoy it a lot, especially wife came along in her vague
your articles. I like living in -habiliments. I drew a bucket of
Memphis very much, but miss old water and busted back in and
Fulton a lot, after living there 46 dashed it on the growing blaze.
When I got back out she had
years.
That
Sincerely,
drawn another bucket.
ground was hard as nails on my
Lena Hutcherson.
feet, but bucket after bucket I
Also, thanks to Mrs. Otis Sizzle carried in, and my wife moaned in
the cold. We beat the fire down
for the foreign stamps.
finally, and the rest of the night
Jewell McClain, who is a pati- I sat up to see it didn't build up
ent in Fulton Hospital, furnished again.
It was a week before we could
us with the following article taken
tear out the fireplace. They built
from The Fraternal Monitor:
A PRAYER FOR THE MIDDLE- the hearth of those cabins with
planks beneath, two inches of
AGED
"Lord, Thou knowest better sand, and a layer of brick on top.
than I myself that I am growing My all day stoking had heated
older and will some day be old. the underplanks so hot the fire
Keep me from the fatal habit of had started from there.
It was a month before I could,
thinking I must say something on
every subject and on every oc- get the fireplace rebuilt. I still
casion. Release me from craving wonder how we lived through that
to straighten out everybody's af- winter.
HARRY HARRISON KROLL
fairs. Make me thoughtful but not
(The writer is emeritus profesmoody; helpful but not bossy.
With my vast store of wisdom, it sor of English at the University of
seems a pity not to use it all, but Tennessee Martin Branch and is
Thou knowest, Lord, that I want author of such books as "Cabin In
The Cotton," "I Was A Sharea few friends at the end,
"Keep my mind free from the cropper," "Lost Homecoming,"
recital of endless details; give me "Fury In The Earth," "Their Anwings to get to the point. Seal my cient Grudge" and "Rogue's Comlips on my aches and pains. They pany.")
are increasing and love of rehearValentine's Day has become a
sing them is becoming sweeter as
the years go by. I dare ont ask for pleasant occasion for cashing in on
grace enough to enjoy the tales cards or candy. But for the maids
of Others' pains, but help me to of an earlier day, it was a time for
endure them with patience.
serious husband-hunting.
According to World Book En"I dare not ask for improved
memory, but for a growing humi- cyclopedia, a girl might start out
lity and a lessening cocksureness at midnight by circling the church
when my memory seems to clash 12 times and repeating the rhyme,
with the memories of others. "I sow hempseed, hempseed I
Teach me the glorious lesson that sow, he that loves me best, come
occasionally I may be mistaken.
after me now." If no one did, she
"Keep me reasonably sweet; I do could still hope to see her true
not want to be a Saint—some of valentine in her dreams. Of
them are so hard to live with— course, she first took the precaubut a sour old person is one of the tion of pinning five -bay leaves to
crowning works of the devil. Give her pillow, one to each corner and
me the ability to see good things one in the center.
in unexpected places and talents
Was marriage possible in the
In unexpected people. Give me the coming year? A peek through a
grace to tell them so. Amen."
keyhole could tell her that. The
(This appeared in October 23 girl rose early on February 14 and
leaflet of St. Boniface Church, set her eye to her keyhole. If she
Siesta Key, Sarasota, Florida.)
saw two objects, well and good.
But if only one—better luck next
Recently in the Commercial Ap- year.
peal there appeared a letter from
Still, perhaps she could identify
Harry Harrison Kroll of Martin her husband-to-be. She wrote the
entitled "Winter of 1917, Really a names of her boy friends on bits
of paper and rolled each one in a
Dilly".
Everybody seems to be getting piece of clay. Then she dropped
into this act of remembering the the clay into water. The first
winter of 1917. I too remember it scrap of paper that floated to the
vividly as probably the worst win- top was believed to hold the name
ter I ever suffered.
of her valentine.
At the time I was teaching, with
If she already had a favorite,
my wife--we were a pair of young she might test ,him by striking
People then—in a two-teacher her forehead with a folded rose
village school at Dixon Mills, petal. If the petal cracked, obviAla., 100 miles north of Mobile. ously he loved her.
That Summer I'd bought six acres
of land down at the edge of a
Wayne White of Chattanooga,
creek cotton farm, and had rebuilt husband of the former Frederica
the cotton cabin, removing the Gibson of Fulton, has passed his
rough planking and putting on
dressed siding, and ceiling and
(Continued on page seven)
flooring and walling the interior

-M
spe

I would like to say "Happy Anniversary" to my parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leland Jewell, on their 40th
wedding anniversary. To me,
they're a very sweet couple.

"It's Ai,, yle calling from home
bad case of hiccups!"

with a

FROM THE FILES:—

Taming lack The Clock-to Mrs. Frank Wiggins.

Feb.6,1942
The Parent-Teachers Association of the South Fulton school
'held its monthly meeting on
Thursday afternoon of last week
at the school building. Approxi*lately fifty were present. Among,,
the visitors were Miss Violet
Crook of Union City, Obion county health nurse, and Miss Glennie
Jones of Rives, Obion county attendance officer.

past to begin on plans to enlarge, or
rebuild, or relocate its sewage disposal facilities so that this health
menace in the natural drainage area
of Tennessee will be eliminated. As a
matter of fact it appears that-if this
drainage and pollution had been located within Kentucky streams, the
State of Kentucky would have rightfully forced this matter to a head
years ago; but since two States are
concerned, the processes of coercion
have been somewhat slower and
more involved.
•
Whatever is.to be done is going
to cost money, and the money will
have to be repaid by assessing Fulton
city sewer users on the basis of their'- monthly water bill. That is the customary method of handling the problem.
Outside of the fact that this-past
month Fulton has, been handed an
ultimatum by the Tepnes.lpe.Water
Pollution Control Commission demanding positive action, and right
away, another important fact remains: Fulton is in no position to accept any new industry—and any population increase—until this sewage
problem is corrected. Who's to say
how many we may have lost already
because of this inadequate facility??
WANTS

McF•atfers I

Bowling Green, Kentucky, was
evacuated, then the troops at Columbus were moved to Island No.
10. The Confederates were in a
general movement toward the
heartland of the South . . . and
the Union army followed. It was
to be less than tiro months until
the dogwoods would bloom at
Shiloh Church.

'ilillatoiloinititausitestmonant;ar,tamintatiiiiimilititmaiuntioaaiiiiniammardiogituottinatanutennimin
1

Let's Get Fulton's SewageDisposal Program Started
When there are certain things
that HAVE to be done', one can put
off doing them time and again, but
eventually the matter has to be faced
squarely, and the job done.
Such is the position that Fulton
finds itself in regarding proper disposition' of its sewage. For many
years, Mayors and Councils of Fulton
have been-aware of inadequate treatment of city sewage flawing into
Tennessee streams, but have managed
to shelve the matter for successors to
tackle.
•
At this writing it looks like it is
going to befall the present Mayor and
Commissioners the final unpleasant
task of doing something about this
matter, and the citizenry of Fulton
might as well face up to the fact that
they pre going to'have to pay up.
Fulton now is using an antiquated sewer system, with a volume of
sewage that far oirertaxes the purifying and clarifying facilities for which
the system was designed. As a result,
the present volume of sewage passing
through the Fulton tanks in South
Fulton cannot be properly reduced;
partially-treated sewage flows out of
the tanks into Harris Fork Creek, polluting the creek for miles and creating a health hazard that has become
of deep concern to Tennessee Health
authorities. ,
Fulton has been warned in the

by

new slogan, and a.fighting general. The slogan was "No terms
except unconditional surrender .
I ptopose to move immediately
upon your works."
General Albert Sidney Johnston, General-in-Chief of the Confederate forces in the west, sent
the following words to Richmond:
"We lost all."

••••

The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the First Baptist Church held its
Monday
semi-monthy meeting
night at the home of Miss Myra
Seearce on Pearl Street, with Mrs.
Angela Childers at jolt hostess.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by Mrs. Clifton Hamlett.

John Adams. very quietly celebrated his 82 birthday last Saturday at his home on the Martin
highway. A dinner is usually
Mrs. Joe Davis was hostess to
planned in his honor, 'but since
her semi-monthly bridge club-- Mr. Adams has been ill for some
Tuesday afternoon at her home On
time, no celebration was held this
Eddings Street. entertaining the
year. Several of the children
regular two tables of members. gathered at the Adams home at
Mrs. G. G. Bard held high store
noon, each bringing a dish. Others
for the afterrnoon and was award- called during the afternoon.
ed the prize.
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Milner were
host and hostess to their semiMrs. James Warren entertained
her contract bridge club Wednes- monthly contract club Thursday
night at their home on Green
day afternoon at her home on
Fourth street, being hostess to street. Miss Ruth Graham Was the
eight members. After the games only visitor among the three
the high score prize Vas awarded tables of players.

100 Years Ago This Week
An Ifist•rIcal review of TIM CIVIL WAS PAY BY-DAY
,Material is fros issibileatIon of nasally inn headred year,' an; 61106.1
glawortins
..,ding fr•IIII references In the Libr•es of Caere.,. Washington
In the papers s•s •easily very one...Medi ws tech S. b• fair In an:morse, had
. Kb).
erriervy a national balancer
CV

WILLIAM

Second Week in February, 1862

W

MclIENRY

was left to the infantry. On February 15, the Confederates made
Northern papers of February 8, an effort to fight their way out of
1862, gave a very accurate descriP- the Fort. Gen. Johnston had ortion of the capture of Ft. Henry, dered Pillow to "Bring your men
with some slight mistakes. "Panic to Nashville if you lose the fort."
and flight of 4,000 rebel infantry," Sharp fighting by Illinois troops
said the papers. Actually, the men
help the Confederates inside the
had been marched away from the lines. Soon the Indianans under
useless flooded fort to keep them
Gen. Lew Wallace were also enfor future fighting.
gaged, and the Confederates slowGeneral Grant arrived at the ed their, attack. Grant- ordered a
captured fort on February 6 to general attack on the weakened
lines and soon the Union men had
find that the few men left had
surrendered to the gunboats. captured the line of trenches to
There were 23 Confederate Casual- the Union left.
ties to more than 60 Union. Grant
Confederate commander inside
was jubilant over the victory, and
Ft. Donaldson was Gen. Pillow.
HalGen.
informed
sixth
the
on
Second in command was Gen.
leek in St. Louis that he would
Floyd, and third Gen. Buckner.
capture Ft. Donaldson on the 8th
Just as Ft. Donaldson was to make
But it would be another eight Grant famous, the place would
days and much hard fighting be- -""destroy Pillow and Floyd. Grant
fore the capture of the Fort.
knew Pillow and moved his fewFt. Donaldson was built on oat, er troops recklessly to encircle the
a hundred acres of high grouillt, fort. Pillow so mismanaged things
which commanded the Cumber- that the Confederates were in
land Ritter. A line of trenches had confusion. Pillow resigned. Floyd
been built about two miles out, had been U. S. secretary of War
and encircled the entire fort. The under Buchanan,and had been acnearly 21,000 Confederates inside cused of fraud. (Not proven)
Ft.Donaldson were somewhat pre- Floyd refused to accept command,
pared for winter weather. .. the and that left Buckner in comUnion men marching mand."
17,000
against the fort were tricked by
By that time„prant's reinforcea warm day into throwing away ments had • arrived. Pillow and
their overcoata.and blankets. Once Floyd had left the fort, taking
the Union men came close to the over 3,000 infantry with them.
fort, the weather changed, snow
Col. Nathan Bedford Forrest took
and sleet /ell, and it was almost his thousand
cavalrymen out
zero. The men had no shelter and
through a thin place in the Union
few fires. Grant had other men lines. All Buckner could do was
coming by transport up the Cum- ask for terms of surrender.
berland and the Tennessee, and
"No terms except unconditional
he had to wait for the gunboats to surrender," said Grant. Buckner
steam back down the Tennessee, had no choice but to surrender the
up the few miles of the Ohio to
14,623 men in the fort to the 27,the mouth of the Cumberland, and 000 Union men now outside. Grant
then up that river to Ft. Donaldwired his superior officer: "We
son. The gunboat CARONDELET have taken Ft. Donaldson."
arrived below the fort on the 13th
Buckner, who would serve as a
and began to fire on the fort. The
pall-bearer at Grant's funeral,
gunners inside were inexperiencwas duly exchanged and served
ed, but maned to land a hit on
with distinction for the South. Afthe boat.
terwards he became governor of
February 14th, the remainder
Kentucky, and his son Maj. Gen.
'of the gunboats arrived. Ironclad
S. B. Buckner of the U. S. Army,
gunboats - CARI-141DE)LET, ST.
was killed during the Japanese in-LOUIS, LOUISVILLE and PITTSvasion of the Aleutian Islands durBURG all began a sharp attack on
ing World War II.
the tort. The boats lost 54 men
Within a few days, the Northkilled and wounded, the Confederates none. Two boats were tem- ern newspapers were headlining
porarily disabled, and the fight Grant's words. The North had a

41.
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ROCK SPRING NEWS
BY Nettie Lee Copelen
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow and
Glen Ray spent awhile Saturday
with Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Veatch and
Timmy Were Saturday night supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Sanders.
Floyd Conner visited Elmoore
Copelen and family for awhile
Sunday morning.
'Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders
spent Sunday afternoon with Mrs.

Ella Veatch.
Mrs. Lucy Turner ahd Mrs. Willie-Ruth McClanahan visited Mr
and Mrs. A. E. Green Monday afternoon.
The Y. W. A. girls of the
Crutchfield Baptist Church met
in the home of Mrs. Nettie Lee
Copelen Tuesday night.
Mrs. Ora Elliott spent Saturday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
Elmoore Copelen and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott
and family visited in this community Saturday afternoon.
_
Home News In The News
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Its Income Tax • AUSTIN SPRINGS• •PIERCE STATION
Time For Farmers
Mrs. Carey Friel&
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Mrs. Charles Lowe •

ed her sister, Mrs. Maude Crit• DUKEDOM RT. 2 tenden of Fulton one day last
Mrs. Frank Harrison is now at
It seems we had a short sup-liner
By Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
week.
It's that time of the year again. home from the hospital where last week.
Mr. George Golden is convalescshe
admitted
was
after
a
fall
durAll
*sick
our
* folks are improvAnd the farmers around here—
ing nicely in the Fulton Hospita'
had
over
week
.a
have
ing
of
the
We
icy
weather.
She
is
reWilliam
Mrs.
ing.
Long and son,
along with those all over the nabeautiful weather, which we en- after having surgery recently.
tion—are going through their covering from a broken shbulder, David, are home from Hillview
joyed
a lot, but seems -to be get- will be going horny sometime' ttthqnstead
of
a
broken
hip,
first
reDavid
and
Paula
and
are both in
books to let Uncle Sam know how
colder
now. •
ting
,
ported
• week.
by
this
writer.
school.
they came out money-wise in
The Rev. and
Mrs. Norman
So
tis
a
quick
recovery
hoped
Cathey
Paul
the
is
home
from
1961.
Mrs. Charles _Brown is home
reittende(i :aid girls sf Fult,nt
by all-her friends here in-District
hospital
getting
and
along
fine.
from Obion County General Hoscalled in the 0. F. Taylor home
One point farmers may want to No. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates wi re, Thursday afternoon.
pital.
keeps-In mind in figuring their
Mr. and -Mrs. Ruble Thomas
guests
in
John
Yates
home
the
earnings for social Security pur- have just
nved recently to the • Mrs. Jack Lowe spent Monday Sunday p. m.
poses is that they may be entitled Ed Frields
house. They will en- in Dyer, Tenn. with her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire LARGEST SNAKE IS GENTLE
to use an optional method.
•
gage in farming, some of which Mrs. Jessie Raines.
and Mr. and Mrs,- Bill Matthews
(1) If your gross income from has already begun. '
Mrs. Joe Burchtm and ehildretit
Austin: Tex.—Not all the big
sditted the Oliver Taylors :mil
agricultural self-employment is
snakes
you read about in TeXiis
The Rev. 'James. Holt filled- his Nancy and Beth, of Clinton an Bobby, Scotts •Sunday night.
not more than $1,800, you- may regular appointment at New Salem Mr. and Mrs. Milton Counee oft
t• had
customers, the Tex
-fer.- anci Mrs. Norman Puck It
count as your net farm earnings Baptist Church this past Sunday. Fulton Visited Mr. and Mrs. ManMi-morial Museum reminds.
and Mr. rind Mrs. D
Oliver'
i‘er
either your actual net or 2-3 of Sunday School was conducted at sel Roach Sunday. We are glad
Arnoni_f south-Texas of Lone Oak were guests of tii,•ir_
your farm gross income;
the indigo .snz,ke,
10 a. rn. with all substitute -teach- Mitten is out of the hospital:
parents and grandparents over the
in the Unrtc-d.Stites
, which
Ii.,'s:nake
Mr. and Mts. Roy Adams if weekend.
(2) If your gfciss farm Income ers in charge on each first Sunnonpoisioniiirs, gentle
hi
Fulton and' their dinner guests. ;Mrs.-W. W. Brann spent ;4%0,S;
is more than $1,800, and your net day.
.•
,t•
7 iotlesnakes,
(,!tier
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Andersen of Wilma Owens of Rothe 2 and the .Saturday p. m. vieitieg friend,
farm earnings are less than $1,.ii'nts.
200, you may use either your act- near Wingo. Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Rev. and Mrs. Tommy Perkins Pilot Oak. Mrs. Jess Errard ,s:
Jetton and sons, Randy and Mark, and children, and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Bertha Yates and Miss Lilt,
ual net or $1,200;
If your gross farm income is Mit Ad Mrs. Raymond Cherry LelanI Adams or Fulton spent a Mae Casey.
So. "It's In The News"
more than -$1,800, and your net and son, Michael were Sunday short time with Mrs. C. E. Lowe
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Scott and
farm earnings are $1200 or more, visitors of M. and Mrs. Ruble Sunday afternoon.
girls left Monday morning for
Mrs. Raymond Lowery of Pro- their home .in Bridgeport, Ala.. ;
you must use the actual amount of Thomas.
Complete Line
During last week Mr. Wayne vidence, Ky. spent the weekend after spendink several days visih
your net earnings.
Thomas Puckett suffered, severe with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. ing in Kenturrky.
HeRrinq
hir4 Batteries
Because ox tne option available
injuries while felling trees and Riley Smith.
Mr. W. L. Rowland's condition, Im all makes of henrIne aids!
self-employed farmers with gross
was carried to Dr. Wilson's in
Mrs. Wallace Cumlingham and remains about the same.
income as low as $600 can obtain
VIM our Hearing Aid Depart
Dresden. He was later transferred Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson andol went at your first opportunity
Kenny Roberts and baby of
social security credit for 1961—
to Campbell's Clinic in Memphis. Paducah
Bro.
Mrs.
and
Crittendtaf'!,
Norman
.visited
Mr. and Mrs.
and so build protection for themHe suffered a right broken ribs, Bud Stem
one afternoon last and girls ate Sunday dinnerse;
selves in their old age, or if they
CITY DRUG CO
severe lacerations and _bruises and week.
Mrs.
Lebnard
Adams of Lone Oak as guests of the Haeiold
become disabled, and protection- a
Phone 7
punctured lung, pneumonia de- Martin was
Lake Street
Ns
Carrs.
a visitor also and
for their survivors in case of
veloping. He has been on the criti- visited Mr..
Mr.
Harry
Mrs.
and
Yates
visitand Mrs. Bob Dedeath.
cal list. Now all his friends regret
Some farm owners who receive to hear of his accident and wish Myer.
Mrs. Elvie Cloys spent the
cash-rent or crop shares from ten- for him a speedy recovery.
ant farmers can get social security
George Ed Cunningham is doing weekend with Miss Lila Jones in
for that income. If the farm land- nicely, since undergoing surgery Fulton.
lord (or his agent), under his at Obion County -hospita
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Hay spent
In Operation GI Years
l two
agreement with his tenant, mater- weeks ago.
Sunday afternoon with Mrs. Virially participates in the production
Leslie Lassiter
and Bobbie ginia Hay.
or management of production of Rickman have just recovered
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams of
• Large Display •
from
the farm crops raised on his land, areefge of influenza and
re-entered Martin visited Mrs. C. E. LoweI
• Well Lighted At Night •
this incbme ma's( he reported for school at Palmersyille
Monday
last
afternoon.
,
High. Les• Open Sunday Afternoons •
social security purposes.
Work on the basement at Johnlie is a sophomore, while Bobbie
Information regarding taxes due studies as a freshman.
son Grove was to start Monday if
and tax return forms can be obThe weather outlook is ideal the weather permitted.
FULTON
GTIELD:
J. B.MANESS & SONS
tained at the Internal Revenue around this section
CALL 184
AD 5-2293
during the
Greenfield, Tenn.
Office at Louisville, Kentucky. If past week, when many
farmers
WFUL Is Radio Active
you have any questions about old- got busy doing odd
chores around
age, survivors, or disability in- their premises
before the apS
surance, the people in the social protch of spring. Soisie
added up
security office at Paducah, Ken- More firewood,
coal, and other
tucky will be glad to answer them. fuel, should more
winter arrive,
while others prepare to sow a few
more acres of lessiedezalltebe and
such,, and farm equipment is getra .1,
ting the once ov r checking in
L..) _
readiness of sprit s and -slimmer
just ahead.
Miss Judy Mitchell of Paducah'
has returned to UK, Lexington,
Internal Revenue Commissioner after spending th( semester'break
Mortimer M. Caplin today remind- with her parents Mr. aria Mrs.
ed taxpayers they should include Earl Mitchell. J idy is a sophos
their Social Security numbers, if more and is majoring in Borne
they have them, on their income Economies.
Mr. Lee Peery has returned
tax returns and Declarations of
Estimated Tax, both due by April home from the hospital, where he
is recuperating from a recuranee
16, 1962.
t:•
—"--Recent legislation au4horises of influenza, so we extend our
,
s`,'*
.r., An
,
'
the Internal Revenue Service to Good Wishes'for a soon complete
require taxpayers le furnish in- recovery.
,..:"' gliglikN•Ake
formation necessary for assignA•40Y - • r '
ment of identifying numbers to
JUST NO STOPPING
i
,
4•f
.:AWIIIP4
them. Numbers so assigned are re114,4:
quired to be included by taxpayers DOG WITH A BONE
zr.,..,
-_......
on their returns. The Service
Mount Carmel ni.—Mrs. Earl
needs this additional identification Allison finally found
out why
under its automatic data process- goose feathers were
floating
ing of tax returns. This system is around the house.
now being installed.
Seems her clog, Browner, could
For an individual taxpayer, this not find a place to bury
a bone in
identifying number will be his the frozen ground so he
put it in a
social security number.
feather mattress.
Mr. Caplin added that some 90
percent of all taxpayers have been HomeTown Paper ... The News
regularly entering their Social Security numbers on their returns,
and they should continue to do so.
He said the Service is undertaking to supply number application
• Luxury and low cost have never been mere
that gets more "git" out of a gallon of re's! r.
forms to taxpayers who have
beautifully blended than in these two newest
Body by Fisher.roominess that fits big.
never had a social security num..s.
All Makes and Models
additions to the Chevy II line! Like their runnin
and small parking places. An easy loading
ber, or who have forgotten theirs,
•
mates-the Nova 400 Sport Coupe, Convertible
to accomplish issuance with a
tion-sized trunk. New ideas that sive og upker p.
MOTOROLA
minimum of inconvience.
and Station Wagon-they have the same more-forPlus trim, tasteful stylirig, inside and out. See
Sales and Service
These application forms will be
your-money features that have made Chevy II
•
the smut, sassy, .saving Chevy II Novasmailed to taxpayers who do not
the winner Of Car Life magazine's Engineering
and the other sensibly sized, sensibly pilcod
report Social Security numbers on
Excellence Award for 1962. Soft-riding new Monotheir returns this year.
Chevy- II models-at your Chevrolet dea!e: s.

Greenfield Monument Works

100% Cotton
Drill Cord

Draw String
Many Uses.

COLORFUL PLASTIC

PLANTERS
Modern Styling
Self Watering
Hydro Wick Action
Asst. Decorator Colors
.YOUR CHOICE

Here's A Real Special

sae/904-9a SHEARS

77t

Dressmaker and
Utility Shears.
Mirror Finish.

Your Choice
Values To 1.29

/
3
4
" _SIZE ENVELOPES
101 —6
—SHEETS 6"x 9/
" WRITING PAPER
1
2
Your .CJIoice
•15
111
Q11611•");1431111111$
:27

New low-cost luxury in two
just-out Chevy II Nova

Social Security
Numbers Required
On Tax Returns

I

A Real Buy

/
12

Plate rear springs, proved in the equivalent of
2,000,000-plus test miles.Thrifty6-cylinder engine

•

METAL CANISTER SET

9910

Wade Television'

III Lake St.
Phone 450
ammooloroworwiowwwwwwwwwwismi
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NowChavy IL Nova 2-'and 4-Doors—plus a wonderful choice of other Chevy II models

Copper Colonial 4 Pc. Design
Generous Capacity
f

Ask For.

.402r43.-

••

lb. Tea-0/2 lb. Coffee-5 lb. Sugar—S 16. Flour

EZEE-EMTY WASTEBASKET
GIANT 26 Qt. CAPACITY
Designed
To Use
Grocery
Bags As
Liners.
EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE-

10

Nova 400 Sport Coupe

h

HEAVEN HILL

5 - 10 25c STORE

400 Convertible

:
fa.711X\
‘
1.4 .4".

300 4-Door Sedan

300 2-Door Sedan

ter

GREEN LABEL

41

Nova 400 2-Seat Station Wagon

;"rocizing,
300 3-Seat Station Wagon

.-••••

tk BIS
TY tYte 6';411
#040,60,4r
100 4-Door Sedan

ONLY

too 2-Door Sedan

100 2-Seat Station Wagon

55
00111Mr.•

BALDRIDGE'S

Nova

cl • --4
-- 414
12
1a•

'FIFTH

-

ihd7GLII

$2.85

$1.45

$5.60

PINT

'4 PINT

QUART

90 PROOF • 6 TEARS OLD
Dostinet1 ond Bottled IIV

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC
Iloolstown. Netson Coon's,

K..ntoss y

See the new Chevy IT at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 38 or 899
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AMPHITHEATRE— .
Continued (ram page one)
Drama Association. To raise the
money at Bardstown pledge cards
were signed by interested individuals to back the show in case of
rainouts or other adversity. A total of $50,009 was pledged, with
each pledge signer agreeing to
pay ten per cent of the pledge for
first operating expenses. In another drive the association received financing in the form of
notes from interested citizens with
interest payable to 'them at six
per cent.

LONGEST DIESEL RUN ON CONTINENT

Final Plans Completed For First
District Music And Art Contest
Final plans are in completion
for the First District Music and
Art Contest being held at the Fulton Woman's Club on Saturday;
February 17.
This activity is sponsored by
the General Federation of Women's Clubs, in turn the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Club,
Which is divided into nine districts, makes arrangements early
in the club year for the. contest
to be held.

Mrs. Leonora Bushart is Music
Chairman, Mrs. Wilmon BoYd,
Art Chairman, Mrs. Julius Falkoff at Hickman. Vice,Colvettuar of
the Firat District, is Distict
Chairman of the student contest.
Three qualified judges of each
art have been secured. There are 26 clubs within t
First District eligible to send one
student contestant.
In as much as the Music Contest is for piano students only, in
the odd number districts this year,
a good number of students are expected to compete.
Even number districts are to
compete on instruments other
than the piano, which has been
approved by the Kentucky Music
Educators Association.
The age limits for the music
students are grades eight through
12, or graduates from prior -year
who haven't received instruction
on the college level.

Mrs. Elizabeth Spalding, editor
of the Bardstown Standard said:
"Our first year was so successful
that all notes were taken up; after our second year those who had
the original pledges were asked
if they wanted their ten per cent
back. Only a few asked for anything back. Those who did, got it.
"Incidentally, some of our best
and supporting citizens paid their
full pledge to help us over the
hump."

CITY MANAGER—
(Continued from page one)
three years as safety services and
fire protection engineer for X-10and Y-12 areas, at Oak Ridge,
Tenn , for the U. S. Corps of Engineers; two and one-half years as
Chief of Police and Public Safety
at Kingston, Tenn.; two years as
City Fire Chief at Dalton, Ga.; and
two and one-half years as Director
of Personnel and Security for National Cylinder Gas Company,
Chemtron Plant, Newport, Tenn.
In other actions at Monday's
meeting, the Mayor and Commissioners traesacted all of the business they could in 3 1-2 hours and
then adjourned till' Friday night to
finish up. Some of Monday night's
work included the followihg:

—Grantee a request to appropriate the $748.00 - in the Park
fund for additional, recreational
Mrs. Harry Allison, president of
equipment at the Fulton City
the local club, is official hostess.
park;
—Opened bids for a second Police cruiser but couldn't decide
on which to accept so put the
Friday;
Mrs. Westpheling appeared matter off until
.
—Heard a report from l'.4,1aratbefore the West Kentucky Vacationland Association Tuesday night DeMyer that Federal Housing of•
to present the project to the mem- ficials from Atlanta will be in
Mount Robson, near the Alberta-British Columbership. Any person wishihg to Fulton next Monday to look over
bia border, is the highest peak in the Canadian
participate in the *program to sites for the fourth-coming housW. 1'. Isa.e....Dzinville ,,vie and
.The contestants will be judged
Itockies and is on the route traversed by the
bring outdoor drama to West Ken- ing project;
business leader, has been named and criticized on the following "Super Continental's" sleek, powerful diesel
—Swore in Gordon Baird as
tucky may contact Mrs. Westphelstate chairman for the 1962 East- criteria-1. selection (suitability of locomotives which make the longest continuous
Assessor and Guy Duley as
Fulton.
at
Tax
ing
A.
to
according
Campaign,
Seal
er
piece), 2. technique, 3. tone qualidiesel passenger run in North America. The
Mrs. Spalding also said that the his assistant, and name Charlie
-Clay Stewart, Lexington, presi- ty, 4. expression, 5. tempo, 6. diesels, which leave Montreal every afternoon
response to the drama at Bards- Pawlukiewicz to the Board of Addent of the Kentucky Society for memorization. 7. stage presence.
in the year, operate right through to Vancouver
has been so successful that justment;
town
Crippled Children, which conducts 'The first, second and third
In British Columbia — 2.924 miles in 69 hours
at considerable
every available tourist accommo- • —Discussed
the annual drive.
places will be awarded and the
and 24 minutes — without change. When the
plight of having
Fulton's
length
the
before
long
reserved
is
dation
Y
will
are
Isaac
they
student Winning first place will
As tate chairman,
'Super's" diesels reach Vancouver,
sewage dumped inunsatisfactory
season.
drama
the
volunteer
across
for
back
sent
represent the First Dirrict in the
provide leadership
fueled, serviced, turned and
Tennessee; trid a letter read
"The hotel and motel interests to
workers in all 120 Kentucky state competition in Louisville in
continent — another 2.924 miles. Engine crews
the Tennessee Water Pollufrom
and
Pineville
the
in
direction.
:
rk
each
Bardstown
INS
in
participate
around
counties who
he Spring, at station WHAS-TV. are changed 18 times
Control Commission detion
their
plan
will
tourists
that
campaign
found
The
and
have
the secThe first prize is $75
annual appeal.
positive action to cormanding
to
just
areas
April
those
in
through
vacations
ond, $50..
be from March 22'
this situation by permanent
rect
longstay
and
be
dramas,
will
mailed
the
These
atend
amounts
22.
,and pondered which of •
er and spend more money in the measures
directly to the schools selected by
routes the, City or rottoo
three
In accepting the appointment, wtnners to be applied on tuition'
Filton
the
if
have
former
would
they
Owen,
than
area
Tully E.
should go. The three courses open
Isaac said. "It is with great plea- Of music lessons.
resident, died at a hospital in production was not there," Mrs.
to action are: 1): Join in with
-soee that I aecept• the chairetinThe following persons were
Thursday.
m.,
p.
12:10
said.
Spalding
at
The arr contest age limits are
Chicago
South Fulton in operating a sewship rethe 1962 Easter Seal Cam- nineth through 12th grades. The patients in local hospitals WedFuneral services were held in
age disposal plant; 2): have -Fulton
paign. Helping physically handi- limit is one entry from each club. nesday morning:
Monday.
Funeral services for Mrs. Rosa- Paducah
build its own disposal plant in
capped boys and girls along the All subjects are acceptable and
Mr. Owen formerly lived and
• FULTON HOSPITAL°
Tennessee. and 3): Construct a
mond Latta Williams, 76, widow
road to dive, happy, more useful decision by judges will be made
lagoon either in Kentucky or Tenof Herbert Williams of Paducah, worked with his uncle, the late
lives is a heart-warming experi- on originality, composition and
Lewis Burke, Fulton, Route 3; were held Friday at the Roth J. J. Owen in Fulton. Later he and
nessee to receive the city sewage
ence. I feel sure that all Kentuck- color. The first, second and third
1; Funeral Home in Paducah.
his brother, Horace, operated a
and effect its disposal along
ians will Want to contribute as places will 1)e awarded. The first Edwin House, Clinton, Route
Biblical modern, acceptable methods. This
unique
Kentucky's
Paducah.
much as possible to this most place winner will have his or her James House, Clinton, Route 1;
Mrs. Williams, a former Fulton laundry in
Survivors include Mrs. Milton drama, "The Book of Job," will
was,. ,continued also to
worthwhile cause."
work displayed at the state art Raymond Legens, Dresden, Route resident, was the daughter of the Exam and Vernon Owen of Ful- open February 9 in New York question
Friday's meeting.
exhibit.
4; Mrs. Lurline Cruce, Fulton, late John A. and Emily Latta, a ton, who are cousins.
City.
The Council also:
Clubs of the First District which Route 4; W. W. Koonce, Wingo; pioneer Fulton family.
Readying itself for its fourth
—Adopted an ordinance requirbrother,
a
include
accept this challenge to discover
Survivors
season this summer at Pine Moun- ing parallel parking on both sides
Morgan Davidson, Fulton, Route
the potential talents of our young
Gilson Latta of Fulton and a sis- NOTEBOOK—
tain State Park Amphitheatre, of that block of Main- Street on
people and incourage them to I 1; George Golden, Clinton, Route ter, Mrs. Vodie Hardin of Fulton.
(Continued from page one)
Pineville. Kentucky, "Job" will which the Post Office fronts;
participate vill help this contest 1; Lola Pearl Waterfield, Hickman;
ticularly enjoyed going into the run for three weeks at Dr. Ralph
—And finally, decided to sell
to become a success.
Cecil Easley, Fulton; Mrs. W. A.
Governor's Office for various W. Sockman's famous' Christ the siren on Former Police Chief,
Bob Anderson, son of Mrs. Cooper. Fulton, Route 1; Mrs.
things. It would take a whole book Church Methodist on Park Ave- Roy Nethery's car to the County
Mildred Anderson, was selected Hattie Fullington, Fulton; Mrs.
to tell you all the experiences nue, according to Preston Slusher, for $35.00 after several attempts
first place Winner in the local , R. H. Statham, Branden, Miss.;
Sam G. Elliston. Sr., retired that I had, but I will clearly re- General Manager for "The Book to recover it met with no success
piano contest held here Sunday Mrs. Joe Terrell, Fulton, Route 5; I. C. employee, died last Wednes- member them everytime I see the of Job."
and finally resulted in an "offer
;Ind will represent the Fulton club Sheila Simons, Union City, Route day night in his sleep at his home certificate appointing me page in
Warren Hammack, Sturgis, Ky., to buy" from the County, with
in the district contest.
City,
Union
Simons,
3; Danny
who has played the title role of whom Nethery is now employed
at 112 Fourth Street.
the Senate of Kentucky.
Miss Joy Fagan, daughter of Mr. Route 3; James Byrd, Crutchfield;
•
Job for the past two summers, as a deputy.
He was found dead in bed at
and Mrs. Thad Fagan, was the James Dechrion, South Fulton; 7:30 a. m.
will play the same role in New
SISTER DIES
second place winner and alternate Raymond Turner, Clinton, W. R.
Mrs. A. D. Hassell of Humboldt, York. Hammack's wife, Mickey,
for the district contest.
Mr. Elliston was born in Jef- Tenn., sister of Mrs. E. E. Mount will serve as stage manager, and
Morris, Union City, Chester MurBURROW APPOINTED
rell, Fulton, Route 4; Mrs. Horace ferson County, Ill., son of Eras- of this city, died at Baptist Hos- Bob and Martha Shy of Louisville
Robert W. Burrow, Commercial
Reams, Fulton, Route 3; Carolyn mus and Mary Howe Elliston. Be pital in Memphis Sunday morn- will play their same roles. The Service Engineer for Kentucky
VAUGHN APPOINTED
Mooney, Hickman; Mrs. Ida John- retired in 1956 as an Illinois CenUtilities Company, Fulton, has acCurtis Vaughan has been ap- son, Fulton, Mace McDade, Ful- tral engineer, after serving 42 ing; after a stroke at her home remainder of the cast will be
cepted an -appointment as a Reactors
professional
of
Saturday.
She
63.
up
was
made
Services
pointed to the faculty of Beelerton ton and Mrs. Bill Bradley, Fulton. years with the company.
gional Fund Chairman for the
York.
were
New
held
in
2
at
m.
actresses
p.
and
at
Monday
Elementary school by the HickHe moved to Fulton 20 years the First Presbyterian Church in
American Red Cross' 1982 Camman county school board. He will
JONES HOSPITAL
ago. Before that he lived in Cen- Humboldt.
paign.
Active
Radio
I
succeed Billy Rachels, who resign.
King Rose, Mrs. Maftie Essary, tralia, Ill.
ed.. Mr. Vaughan, former sheriff
was a member of
Elliston
Mr.
Floyd
McMillan,
Sams
Herman
of Hickman county, will teach the
Presbyterian
the -Cumberland
Kelly
Larry
Mrs.
Roy
Mrs.
Fields,
fifth and sixth grades.
and baby, Mrs. Eula Gordon, John Church, the Brotherhood of LocoWorley, Lee Roper, Mrs. Ida motive Engineers. the Elks Lodge,
Craig, Mrs. Joe Gates, Mrs. Harry the American Legion Post in CenHARRIS INJURED
Immediate Delivery
011ie Harris. mechanic at yard- Tucker Sr., Mrs. W. J. McKinney, tralia, the Moose Lodge and the
en-Goul,der Motor Company, is a all of Fulton T. J. Griffith, Pal- Veterans of Foreign Wars.
all Sizes on Hand
patient in Fulton hospital, the re- mersville, Herman Parks, Fulton, He served during World War I
-lilt of injuri,es received Thursday •Route 5; and E. J. Jones, Duke- with the 39th Railroad Engineers
overseas. He first married Miss
afternoon When an acet/lene dom.
Ina Jones in 1919. She died in
torch exploded'while he was
HILL VIEW HOSPITAL
1938. Later he married Mrs. Erworking on a truck.' line Norman McKinnon of Fulton,
FULTON
Buck Harris, Route 3, Martin,
who passed away in 1958.
Home News Li The News
Mrs. H. B. Stewart, Route 1, WinHe leaves a son, S. C. Elliston,
go, Mts. Glenn Roberts, Fulton,
Jr. of Centralia, Ill.; and two
Mrs. William Amberg, Route 1, step-sons, Bobby and John E. McHickman, Vickie Prince, Route 1, Kinnon of Memphis.
Wingo Mrs. Kenneth Taylor.
Services were held'Sunday at
Dukedom, Mrs. Willis Hicks and 3:30 p. m. at the Gamier and Son
baby, South Fulton, Mrs. John FiNeral Home chapel in Centralia.
Milner of Route 1, Fulton, Mrs. The Rev. William Kimbrough ofA. C. Bell, Dukedom, Sammy ficiated. Burial was in Hillcrest
Wilson, Route 2, Fulton, Jewell Memorial Park.
Gilliam, Water Valley, Mrs. Flavil
Johnson, Dukedom, Curtis Nelson,
Fulton, Hubert O'Rear, Route 2,
Fulton, Mrs. Gladys Allen, Route
4, Fulton, Mss. Tunny Overby,
Dr. Nolan M. Stigler of ShawSouth Fulton, Mrs. Cecil Maddox,
South Fulton, Wallace Burnha,m, nee, Okla. died Feb. 2 at IndeRoute 2, Water Valley, Debbie pendence Manor in Shawnee.
Seryices were held Feb. 6 at 2
Grissom, Water Valley, Martha
m. at the FirseBapt1st Church
Cruce, Route 2, Union City, Jim- p.
my Alexander, Route 3, Martin in Martin. The Rev. Charles A.
and Linda Rogers, South Fulton. Wing° officiated. Burial, under
direction of W. W. Jones and Sons
Funeral Home of Martin, was in
Baker Cemetery at Bradford.
Auditions For Foster
Dr. Stigler was a retired minDrama Announced
ister and professor. He was a
Arcade Beauty Shop
member of the First Baptist
Talent from throughout Ken- Church in
Shawnee. He was born
tucky, Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee Jan. 19, 1891, son of James HarDorothy Beauty Shop
and other Mid-American states vey and Betty
Klutta Stigler.
will converge on Bardstown,
Green House of Beauty
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Lottie
Nentucky, late this month is Audi- Stigler;
two daughters, Mrs. J. N.
lions begin to mold the 1962 cast Hall of Memphis and Mrs. C. F.
Highland Beauty Shop
of The Stephen Foster Story.
Reed of Portville, N. Y.; a brothJewell Beauty Shop
The call has gone out from the er, Dr. H. W. Stigler of Muskogee,
drama directors of Paul Green's Okla.; and a sister, Mrs. Beulah'
Klip & Kurl
and
highly successful musical for sing- S. i.sher of Alamo# Tenn.;
.
ers, dancers and actors to try-out four grandchildren.
Margie Beauty Shop
Pallbearers were John R Higt.,
for the company of over 50 perJames Long, Douglas BIM. Floyd
formers,
Martha Beauty Shop
Burdette, Richard Malone, and
The registration for auditions Max Pentecost.
Sarah Campbell Beauty Shop
will open in the Foeter School at
9 a. m. on February 24. For inBardwell, in western Kentucky,
Martha Brown Beauty Shop Hwy. 51
formation prior to that date write
FTJLTON,ICY.
PHONE 35
to the Foster Drama in Bardstown. derived its name from a "bored
well" which supplied railroad loMildred Bennett Beauty Shop, Water Valley
comotives with water in early
Home News In The News

Isaac Named
State Easter
Seal Chairman

HOSPITAL NEWS

DEATHS

Tully Owen.

Mrs. H. W. Williams

"The Book Of Job"
Goes To New York

NEED
COAL?

51

CLOSE - OUT
PEWS!

CITY COAL CO.

February 11 thru February 17

ONE WEEK ONLY

$12.50 Permanent for only -------$10.00
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Countians To
Receive Degrees

The South Fulton Founders Day
program will be held Thursday,
February 8, at three o'clock in the
high school library. It will be a
teR tta honor the past presta
,
nts of
the P-TA. An executive meeting
will be held in Mr. Cottrell's
reading
room at 2:30 P. M.
Thursday.

One hundred and ten graduates
will receive degrees from Murray
State College at the end of this
semester.
Those from Fulton County to
receive ES degrees will be Williams Bondurant, Fulton; Alfred
ush4ft, 'FORM; 375)Tee Alan Mabry, Hickman and Richard D.
Wilkerson, Hickman. David Brown
of Cayce will receive-his BA degree.

Dyersburg Wine
Over South Fulton
Dyersburg fashioned a balanced
scoring attack to defeat South
Fulton, 62-56, in a basketball game
here Friday night.
L. D. Bryan with 18 points for
high for victors, and was followed
by Earl Gatlin with 16 and Glenn
Breshfield with 15.
Ronny Winston had 18 for the
losers, and Gene Hardy and David
Brann added 14 each.
In a girls' game South Fulton
overran Dyersburg, 51-23, as Judy
Neeley tossed in 26 points.

Bulldogs Score
Victory Over Rebels
The Fulton City Bulldogs scored
a 69-58 victory over the South
-Marshall Rebels here Feb. 2.'
The Bulldogs held 20-25 top at
the half.
Kenneth Allen, who tallied 25
points, was the top scorer for Fulton City. Osborn scored 27 for
South Marshall.
.4
Fulton City
16 30 47 69
South Marshall
15 25 39 58
Fulton City (69)—Allen 25, Sheppard 5, Covington 12, Beadles 8,
Stokes 4, Bushart 3.
South Marshall (58)--Osborn
27, Mathis 6, Henson 4, Jones 9,
Miller 3, Warren 2, Trimble 7.
Kentucky's public assistance recipients received more than $5.3
million in aid in November from
the State Department of Economic
Security, Commissioner Earle V.
Powell said.

CLASS RIEUNIOK
South Fulton class of 1937 is
planning a two-day reunion here
this summer and the committee
in charge of arrangements is composed of Donald Hall of Roanoke
Rapids, N. C. and Stanley Jones of
Fulton, co-chairmen, Mrs. Thomas Allen, Mrs. Jess Walker and all
other class members, who live_ in
this area. The date for the reunion is June 16-17.

CAVE-IN AT MILTON
KENTUCKY CIVIL WAR MAP
Construction at the new Milton
Kentucky's strategic role in the
School has been delayed due to a Civil War is now on the map.
cave-in at the site. Excavation for
A new Civil War Map, locating
the footings had already begun.
and describing 69 battles, skirmishes and other historic events
People once thought that Val- taking place in Kentucky during
entine's Day was for the birds. the War Between the States, is
According to World Book Encyclo- now ready for distribution, Paul
pedia, it was believed that birds Brannon, Kentucky Civil War
hSose their mates on February Commission Executive Co-ordi14.
nator, announCed today.

ial
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HOM E LITE
ZIP

As Low As $3.45
Weekly after small
down payment.

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.
Phone 169

Fourth Be.

TWIST GOOD FOR RACK,
CHIROPRACTOR SAYS

41,vist young enough ai.d keep i
'up;their spines. would be so well
Macon, Ga.—The twist, a cur-.1 conditioned they would be lea
rent dance, fad, is good for the likely to have spinal imbalance
backbone, Dr: Carl Cleveland. later years." said Cleveland.
president of the Cleveland Chiropractic College in Kansas City,
said Sunday.
Home Ne.w. In The News
"If youngsters start doing tbt.
WFCL Is Radio Active

SUPER RIGHT—FULLY COOKED

The Fulton City Bulldogs scored
an 81-42 victory over the Hickman
County Falcons here Tuesday
night.
The Bulldogs rolled up a 39-17
advantage in the first half and
were never in trouble.
John Covington set the scoring
pace for Fulton with 28 points.
James Taylor tallied 17 for Hickman County.

WHOLE .
OR HALF
No Slices

SUPER RIGHT
(Continued from page one)
shelters. He said that a report is
expected on this matter in the
near future.Marvin Sanders, South Fulton
Civil Defense Director, was named to receive the fallout material
for the city.
John Hall and Donald Mac
Fields were added to the Civil
Defense Auxiliary Police.
It was voted by the council
that South Fulton taxpayers whose
homes front on upimproved (nonhardsurface) streets will be excused from the street tax for 1962.
It was voted that the City would
purchase its oil and gasoline from
Ralph Puckett, the local DX distributor here.
The council instructed the South
Fulton police and fire departments
to assist in three roadblocks to
be held in the city on Feb. 17 in
connection with the Heart Fund
Drive. '
The council also voted to purchase five raincoats for the police
and fire departments.

To Have Meeting
The Fifth Annual Convention of
the Kentucky- Aucthaneers Association was held at Mammoth
Cave State Park Hotel Feb. 4 & 5.
Speakers this year included
leading Auctioneers from Illinois
and Tennessee, as well as, Kentucky; and former District Attorney William B. Jones, Glasgow;
Herbert L. Brown, C. P. A. Campbellsville; and Dr. Elwood Rowsey, Park City, Ky.
The program included Panel
Discussions, Committee Meetings
pertaining to Auctions, Talks on
Farm Sales, Real Estate Auctions,
Taxes and other topics affecting
auctioneers.
Officers includes Edwin Freeman, President,
Harnodsburg;
George M. Kurtz, Vice President,
Sturgis, and the Directors as follows: Edgar C. Walker, Bowling
Green; Orville R. Moore, Louisville; David W. Bailey, Glasgow;
W.. P. Scully, Lexington; Lawrence Mudd, Owensboro; J. T.
Denton, Lexington; W. T. Ledford, Lancaster; Wayne Kessler,
Campbellsville, and John L. Cummins, Cynthiana.

4 -PIECE PLACE SETTING

Lb.

Removed

7 RIB CUT

SOUTH FULTON—

This Chain Saw is
Compact, • perfectly balanced;
easy to carry, easy to use on
farm, campsite, ranch or woodlot!
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Semi Boneless HAMS

Fulton Wins Over
Hickman Tuesday

LOIN

Pork Loin Roast
Pork Chops z:
Pork Loin
Beef Liver :an"
,cec lb. 89c
Perch Fillets Z:zaenn (5

Lb

Rib Halt .1b. 47c 1
Loin Half, lb. 57c
Whole

Lb.

Instant Coffee

35'

ITS NATIONAL KRAUT
& FRANKFURTER WEIX
SUPER RIGHT SKINLESS

WIENERS
REGULAR OR KING SZE

Lb.

I.

(2 -II% 95c)

Lb.
'169
Box I

Lb.

Sauerkraut

Lb

SIP

49e

2 '7;,(4: 33c

d%

15c

MAXWELL HOUSE

lblEON4T5C) Lb.

1st Cuts 1 Center
IL lb 39c
Cut

)

ociC

0eai

6

139

JUICY FLORIDA

CRISP CALM

Green Onions

Temple
Oranges

Lettuce

3 Bunches

Metrecall:ci:arivi.g.ht
roi
29c
Hds. 29c
45c
Stokleys
Golden2
Juite
Va°„:49c Fruit CocktaiGlime 4 can.07c
39( Pinea.
Stokleys Corn
Asparagus ,'All'
Green 14 a'nOrsz 89c Peaches
4 .2.-("rizs•97C
Karo Syrup
89c Fruit DrinkAP7nea.-G'frult44C6at.89c
82:zie 23; Tomato Juice 44).Oriss
Hash
Can 57c Flour ps.,:innyt,„,,,
2 151,-Ox.
25 1.43
32( Instant
Ritz Crackers'
Cocoa Baker*
Kraft Treats
29c
.95
25
Ma rsh ma I Iow s-gitif _
Crisco ...in.( )3 82; Flour
Florient Deodorant.
75c CHASE & SANBORN
Ajax Cleanser
31c INSTANT
A
f
l
t
Fab.
51)E°::
c .-1 4. 27c
COFFEE kI'AR Ogfc
Palmolive so. zezg. 4
lestoil
65c Bread ...(
Cheese Food2 69°
Macaroni
2 25c Glazed Donuts(%.7) 35c Butter
'c7
Angel
Ring ( )39c Cheese
• .2
S
39c ApricotFood
Pie(
,
8;,?:: 35c
39c Cream Cheese
Large
29t
OVEN-READY
Sweetheart
Dutch'Cleanser -.2 31c
Ballards or Pillsbury
Liquid Trend
57c
Dry Trend
2 390
Beads O'Bleach Dry.. 418-0a. g
Ammonia
i Be-Peepi
ch. 22c
Pyrex Bleach
370
roo
d
Sto
res
Medicated
Stridex PA:
98c
8.0z.
Cans

161 2-oz 39(
Cans

CBueta:green

TOPS

Page 5

100
Size )Dos

MID-WINTER CANNED GOODS SALE
map.

Meddo-Land
Freestone

A&P

Corned Rig"
Sup"
Beef

:
-0
°.
5
:F:ack 12
:taab

-L b. 39C
1Can

GOIC/

Medal

Delicious 10-0z.
Candy.... Pkg.

BagLb.

K..111

••• 10-07.

Plain

Pkg..43c

:
5;;:

15c

oz0

ea
"

Jane Porker Baked Goods

A&P Dairy Foods

',RACKED WHEAT

Pinesc"“ 1)

1-Lb 170
6c )Loaf
Save

370 Qt.

R ed
Cross

oap

CHED-0-131T AMERICAN OR PIMENTO
Li-oba.f

c

P
7-°skgs

'AVersi:IretYed

1:IrldnY.
Mel-O-Bet Sliced
Amer.-Plm..Swiss.

Save
16c /

Q;aa rg

6-Os.
Pkg. 49c

Kraft
Phila.

Ea.

)

Bars

Bnadnesd

CPThaacik

Clip and Save!

rON

A&P COUPON

Clip and Save!

NO. 2

E 4 PIECE PLACE SETTING OF

CURRIER & IVES

PRINT DINNERWARE
Only 99c With This Conpiii

COUPON GOOD FEB.8 THBU FEB. 17
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
REDEEMABLE AT A&P FOOD STORE IN
FULTON, KY.

131::::d
1
Pkg.

BISCUITS 6
LAKE STREET

fl ; 49'

FULTON, KY.

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., FEB. 10

THE GREAT ATLANTIC IL PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, NG

• **

SUNSHINE

VERMONT MAID

Hydrox Cookies
"
1Sag1. 49°

AMIRICACi CIPINDABLI FOOD MIRCNANT SINCI liSt

Pkg'

Syrup
Cane
and
Maple

2
a443
0ta.
z 59$

TENDER LEAF

SYRIETMAN

Zest() Crackers
Tea Bags
16-01 4290
44
Pk`411 65°
Count )of
Boa go

I

YOUNG'S DRIED

Navy Beans

2 Pkg. 25°
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Eighty Members
To Be At Southern
Stales Meeting

in Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and Kentucky.

The board members attending
the session, will hear a report on
the cooperative's operations during the first six months of the
1961-62 fiscal year presented by
J. Pk Givens, a representative
Approximately 60 members of from the organization's central ofsouthern
States
Cooperative's fice in Richmond, Va.
'ommunity advisory boards, diShelby Davis of the coopera•ectors of affiliated cooperatives,
lockholder committee members tive's regional office in Ma,usonind local retail agency managers ville is in charge of arrangements
:corn this area wlll attend a reg- for the meeting and will present
onal meeting in Hardin, Ky. on an "Analysis of Volume Needs of
,
I'ebruary 15. The session will be the Cooperative's Plants Servings
ield at the Ken Lake Hotel and This Area."
viii begin at 10:00 a. m. SCT.
Presiding at the session, will be
There sill be a total TA'
. Campbell of Henderson a dihese regional meetings held by rector of the cooperative.
iouthern States over a five-state
Other highlights of the meeting
trea. The organization serves over
50.000 farmer-members ,who lire will include two discussion periods—one by board members and
the other by young farmers who
attend the meeting as guests of
the cooperative.
Expecting to attend the meetITS HERE
ing from ttip Fulton area are:
ale Sensational New Invention
Kenneth Houston, manager SouthSutherland's "MD" Truss
ern States Fulton Cooperative,
No Belts — No Straps —
Harold Pewitt, George Gunter, W.
No Odors
D. Owens, Jr, H. E. Reams, all of
6pproved by Doctors — The
Fulton; Joe Sellars, Water Valley;
'World's Most Comfortable
Charles Roberts, Union City,
Truss
Tenn; Charles Adams, Hickman,
Ky.
CITY DRUG

RUPTURE

CO.

Fulton

408 Lake St.

Vi$0140

rise
7ovutt
ow

With JIM PRYOR
aptitignosl Ageet, MINIS (astral Relined
OUR CITY FRIENDS

FINE TREE SEEDLINGS grow fast in Krntueby and this
year three State nurseries have 18 million available for sale to
Kentucky fanners anti landowners. This photograph shows
seedlings ELS they appear two weeks after being soan. White,
loblolly and shortleaf pine seedlings are now being prepared
for distribution by the Kentucky Division of Forestry. At the
Kentucky Dam State Nursery, Gilbertsville, approximately 15
million seedlings are available. At the l'ennyriie State Nursery, near Dawson Springs, about a half-million are ready, and
at the Morgan County State Nursery, near Woodsbend, approximately two-and-a-half million have been groan.

Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Ed's note: the following information, supplird THE NEWS
by the USDA. ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
agencies will be of special interest to progressive /arni.ers in the
hen-Tenn area):

,M11

YEAR
OLD
WALKERS
DELUXE

It is true that city folks get
tired of reading about farm problems. Farming looks to them like
a good life and they can't understand why we should have so
much difficulty with the economic
end of it. They find it hard to understand the tremendous changes
that have come about in farming
as a result of machinery and
scientific
improvements. These
changes have come so fast it is
hard for farmers themselves to
understand what has happened.

ORION COUNTY AGRICULTUR- Farm Management School—ClovAL COMMENTS AND EVENTS erdale School 7:00 P. M.—Family
Legal Matters will be the subject.
By Tom McCutchen
Thursday night, February 8
County Agent, Obion County
County Beekeepers Meeting—
A very successful county Ferti- Woodland Mills School-7:00 P. M.
lizer and Lime Dealers Training
Monday night, February 12
Meeting was held last Monday
On the whole, city people have
Graduation
Banquet —County
night. Joe Burns, Associate ExFarm Management School—Clov- been quite patient with the natension Agronomist, from Knoxtional farm programs which have
erdale School-7:00 P. M.
ville presented 1962 Fertilizer
been both confusing and expenWednesday, February 14
Recommendations and Jim Turnsive. Given a half way decent exer, U. S. Chemical and. Borax o County Forestry Field Day— planation' of why we have tfiese
Corporation, Sales Manager pre- Subjects—Tree
Planting—Tree programs, they have gone along
sented the sales training work Management—Pulpwood Produc- willingly. I have heard many
with particular emphasis on soil tion and Tree and Brush Killing. questions from the city dwellers
testing and demonstrations.
Monday night, February 19
as to what we are doing and why,
Two county farm management
County Pecan Production Meet- but very few complaints about
average
with
were
held
schools
ing—Farm Bureau Hall—Union the money that has been spent.
attendance of 75 farmers. The ses- City-7:00 P. M.
Many business men are quick to
Management
Credit
sions were on
admit that the success of his busiMonday night, February 26
ProfitManagement
of
a
and the
ness depends entirely on teh sucCounty Dairy Association MeetProgram.
Livestock
cess of the farmer. Nothing could
able
ing—Farm Bureau Hall—Union
be more true.
A County Forestry Field Day City-7:30 P. M.
was held last Friday near Clayton.
. Most business men who supply
Tree planting, tree management.
farmers realize this. They see
pulpwood production and tree and www
themselves as assistant to better
brush killing .were the subjects
farming. Most of their products
presented. Conducting the field
are worth what we pay for them
day7--were—Jim Warrobrod, Ex- as
or we certainly would not. contension Forestry Specialist—HomThe News would, like to wish tinue to buy. When the farmer is
er Benson and 'Bob Churchwell,
Happy
Birthday to the following having a rough, go 'of it, it isn't
Tennessee Forestry Division—G.
long before his supplier feels. the
persons:
E. ,Burcher, Soil Conservation
same pinch. Business men are very
and
Willie
Forester
Service
Feb. Feb. 9—Mrs. Emma Mann, much concerned over what is good
Vaugn, Illinois Central Railroad Mrs—Carey Frields; Feb. 10—Ray- for farming and what will make
Forester.
mond Bowles: Mrs. Will Moore; farmers better customers. People
Events Coming Up In the Near Feb 11—Patsy Holder, Mrs. Eu- who are in business with firms
Future
nice Robinson, Leland Jewell, L. who deal with farm produce erA Pewitt, W. A. Jones; Feb 12— press keen interest in any proMonday Night, February 5.
Winfrey Shepherd, J. F. More- gram that will keep farming in
The 5th Session—Obion County
lock; Feb 13—Sarah Ann Dacus, the hands of efficient individual
Billy Russell; Feb. 14—W. B Ham- owners. They are inclined to ask
blin, C. P. Bruce, Joe Woodside, why these people in the city purThomas Richard, Maddox, Jr., sue their own interest so much
Mrs. Emma Hawkins, Mrs. Charles that they often hurt their friend
R. Brown, Cecil Edward Wolber- the farmer. This is not so surpriston, Jr.; Feb 15—Bill Holland, ing when you consider that city
Mrs. Willie Hoinra; Feb. —TB-- folks too have their problems and
Marilyn Cash, Shirley Homra, Mrs. they have to scratch or their
J. N. Wooten, Mrs. Ray Graham, success in a highly competitive
Mrs. J. L. Hombeak, Lawson world.
Yates,. Mrs. L. 0. Bradford, Vic
We may never be able to elimiVoegeli Wilmon Boyd, J. V. Philnate the struggle entirely, but it
lips; Feb. 17—Leroy Sawyer,
will help if business people know
Helen King, Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt;
more about farming, and farmers
Feb. 18—R. L. Bonds and Mrs. C.
know more about business. One
H. McDaniel.
of the most dangerous things we
can do in this day and age when
we are so dependent on each
RITA HAYWORTH SIGNS
Ford Styleside Pickups—exclusive one-piece
other is to cultivate a state of
FOR
BROADWAY
ROLE
cab.body design gives extra capacity end
mind that all non-farmers are
. extra strength. Heavy duty in every way for
New York,—Screen star Rita enemies of the farmer.
heavy going all day! And there's carlike riding
comfort with Ford's Driverized. Cab!
Hayworth has signed to appear in
DID YOU KNOW?
a. Broadway drama next season.
It will be her first stage role here.
The 1959 Census of Agriculture
The announcement Sunday said
she will costar with Gary Merrill reports 3,704,000 farms in the
in "Step on A Crack." She is to
portray
small-town doctor's
wife facing breakup of her marwherever there's a way to save! Why settle for
riage.
anything less? Get a smart, smooth-riding and
dependable '62 Ford. See us today. Check out
the facts, work out a deal, and drive out a truck
that saves money ... toll time!

Home News In The Newt

8

We have no patience with the
notion that city people are against
farmers and will do everything
possible to discredit them. Rather,
I get the impression that city folks
want to think well of farmers and
will do so if given half a chance.
Many came from the farms originally, or have relatives .on the
on the farm. They dream of the
time they can own some land of
Their own, or they hope when they
retire they will be able to livf out
in the 'country. There is deeply
rooted in most men a desire to
own land and a feeling that in
land there is security.

Atomic Energy
Commission
Exhibit Here

United States—smallest number of
any census since 1870 and over a
million less than 1954. Part of this
can be attributed to a change in
the census definition. To be considered a farm, a place must have
a minimum of 10 productive
acres, its sales crf agricultural products must add up to at least $250
a year. Even without the new
definition, there have been some
big changes since 1954. Total land
in farms dropped about 38 million
acres and average size increased
from 242 to 302 acres per farm. In
1959 there were 136 thousand
farms of a thousand acres or more
as compared svith only 63 thousand farms of this size in 1954.

Enjoy'extra years of mellOwness

STRANT BOBBIN 111119111 • 8 YEARS OLD • 868 PIM
HDIAM NAAR & SONS INC . PEORIA, illiNOiS

WFUL Is Radio Active

Dewey Joluisor
AD types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our _
PACKAGE DEAL
'Coverts& everything'
Pianos, Ey.
Plume MA
422 Lake PA.

Call Us To Says
Money On Repairs
A satisfied customer b our
best testimonial.. That is
why we give you fast, effielent, technisal service and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-up to saving you
money!
A ror ew..

tr.:defied

Roper Television

Happy Birthday

at no-extra cost,

Purchase FFA District officers
have completed plans for observing National FFA Week, February
17-24, according to Kenneth Kennedy, Trigg County, district president. The theme for the week is
"Honoring Rural Opportunities
and Responsobilities."

On February 1 and 2 Fultonians
had an opportunity to view an
atomic Energy Commission exhibit called "Atoms at World."
This free, walk-through type exhibit was brought to Fulton
through the courtesy of the Fulton
Other officers are Tommy MaJaycees and NUEA.
this, South Marshall, vice president; Larry Wilson, Carlisle CounThis exhibit presented a compre- ty,
secretary; James Harper, Balhensive picture of the uses of the
lard Memorial, treasurer; Ronnie
peaceful atom' There was a Like,
Calloway County, reporter;
model of a nuclear power plant, and
Joel Reed, Sedalia, sentinel.
displays showing medical, industrial, and agricultut.il uses of
Charles Eldridge, Murray, state
atomic energy and even an item FFA secretary, and William Cherwhich pleased the housewife— ry, Hopkinsville, area vocational
the use of radioactive materials supervisor, assisted the group in
in preserving foods.
planning their National FFA Week
activities.

WALKER'S

The elegant straight bourbon that's
aged latee.as long as a I,,i of others.

FFA Officers
Complete Plans

Phone 307

30E Main Street

1

OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
CURRENT DIVIDED RATE

4%
Money Received By The
10th
Bears Interest
From The
1st.

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF FULTON
214 Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

NEW'62 FORD TRUCKS
Meet the trtcks that make money•saving a
:full.time business—the new '62 Fords! Oyer
600 models, so there's a truck that's right for
your job, whatever your job ... trucks that you
can buy and operate at lower cost ... trucks
that can save you money mile after mile, year
after year! •
They save on price. They save on gas and oil.
They save on tires and on maintenance—

FORD TRUCKS
COST LESS
SAVE NOW. SAVE FROM NOW ON!

S

FORD
TRUCK
CERTIFIED
ECONOMY
REPORTS

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

2

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

F.O.A.F.

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"

V

America's best selling van. Eeonoline savings
start with a price far under any popular con.
vontional panel! In 16,000 miles, savings in
operating costs compered to older convert.
Tonal panels could top $1001 Big 4-ft. doors
rear and curbside.

Pr
262-cu. In. Big Six for Ford Mediums
has more heavy.duty engine features than
any other Si,, of its size. Here•s long.term
durability, reliability, and economy at a low
Ford price.

Come in now! Let us show you these new ford Trucks with full-time economy!

VARDEN - GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
LAKE STREET, EXTENDED
If You're Interested in

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 42

an A -I Used Car or Truck—Re Sure to See Your Ford Dealer

You've been hoping for a formula like this — with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
AT

GERIATRIC
Capsule.)
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

FIVE

g.

MAYFIELD HIWAY

ONE
FULTON, KY.

.

Indictments Are
Returned By
Fulton Grand Jury
nit
iry
SiI!
ies
Iaisiin;alnie
Ler;
el.
ate
,ernal
in
eek

Many UK Students
Qualify For Loans

Troy Macklin was indicted on a
charge of asault and battery by
the Fulton Circuit Court Grand
Jury at Hickman recently.
Macklin was arrested following
a traffic accident, when he lost
control of his car and ran into the
steps of the Percy Lee residence,
Injuring Percy Lee, Jr., who was
sitting on the steps. Young Lee's
leg was amputated as a result of
injuries received.
Other
indictments
returned
were:
Browder Bard, for arson;
Harold Callison, disposing of
mortgaged property;
Jimmy Cole, a minor, armed
robbery;
Leslie Eddington, cold check;
James Garland, a minor Herman Haney, Billy Blasingame, a
KENTUCKY HISTORICAL SOCIETY librarian Mai Frances
minor, storehouse breaking;
Coleman, Frankfort, operates the Society's microfilming
camJames Garland, a minor, reera at the Old Capitol. Over 770,000 records from the circuit
moving part of motor vehicle
courts of five Kentucky counties have beea microfilmed la the
without consent of owner;
project, which the Society hopes will eventually cover the state.
Bobby R. Hearn, forgery;
James A. Long, child desertion;
Two indictments were returned
against James Thomas Maddox,
storehouse breaking;
'Howard Wilson Jenner, storehouse breaking;
Nine indictments returned against Tommy Mann of Fulton,,
storehouse breaking;
To meet the growing health
Robert McClain, leaving the
Farm foresters from Kentucky
needs of Kentuckians, Kentucky's and Southern Indiana
scene of an accident;
have split
James McKinney, grand lar- Department of Health reports that four top awards in the 1961
Tom
it expanded public health services Wallace Farm
ceny; .
Forestry Awards
Arthur Summers and William and increased facilities to an all- competition, sponsor&
by The
time high in 1961.
Eugene Littleton, petit larceny.
Courier-Journal, The Louisville
These major advances were Times and WHAS, Ir
made in six general areas:
The grand prize and second
Preventive
medicine—Control prize were won by Kentuckians
measures against communicable while Indiana farmers
captured
diseases, particularly . hepatitis, improvement prizes.
were instituted in 1961. ApproxiHarry H. Wilson, Munfordville,
mately 150,000 miniature chest XKy., was judged Grand Award
ray films were taken'in the tuberWinner -for carrying out the most
culosis control program, and pub- complet
e and effective forestry
lic health nurses made more than
program on his farm. He will reJohn Worley, who lives on 46.000 visits
to TB patients.
ceive $500.
Highway 51 in Riceville, suffered
Medical services—Federal funds
from shock Tuesday morning were
Second prize of $200 will go to
used from the Hill-Burton
when there was a flue fire at his progra
m to finance construction Ernest Madrey, Route 1, Murray,
home, and he was taken to Jones of many
public health facilities. Route 1, Murray, Ky.
Hospital in a Whitnel ambulance. Six new
Charles S. Stanton, Route 1,
hospitals, nine health
The Fulton Fire Department centers and
Madison, Indiana, who made the
one nursing home
was called out to put out the fire. were complet
on his
ed last year. Another greatest improvement
Chief Nemo Williams reported 12 hospital
s and nine health cen- woodland during the contest year,
small damage by the fire.
will
be awarded first improveters are currently under construction. The department shares joint- ment prize of $200.
Second
improvement prize of
NEW TOURIST COURT UNIT ly with the Department of Eco- $100
will go to John E. Hubbard,
nomic Security the responsibility
Taswell
, Indiana.
The new unit to the Park Ter- of administering Kentucky's mediThe four farmers and their
race Motel in South Fulton has cal care program.
familie
s will be guests of honor at
been completed. The new rooms
Public health laboratories—A
the annual Farm Awards Lunchare
furnished
in
beautiful, branch laboratory was established
eon
in
Louisville on February 24.
modernistic furniture. The motel at Paducah for testing milk
and
is owned by Sonny Puckett and water samples and blood speci- They will receive their awards
and
meet
with winners of three
his father, Carl Puckett.
mens. It serves 18 counties in
other contests sponsored by the
Western Kentucky.
newspa
pers
and radio-television
Environmental health—The Distation. The winners were
vision of Radiological
announced
yesterday by Barry Bingenlarged to include five profesham,
preside
nt of The Couriersional workers on its staff. They
sample air, water and food for Journal, The Louisville Times and
WHAS,
Inc.
OPEN 6:45 — PHONE 12
radiation contamination. The division also inspects and registers
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
X-ray equipment producing dangerous ionizing radiation.
KAU..C WM( wee*
Material and child health—A
plan was formulated to enlarge
the diagnostic
and evaluation
clinic in Louisville for mentally
retarded children. A second clinic,
017121441D
at Lexington, is in the planning
stage. Under the hearing conserCI,VEMASCON --COLOR
-MEM-vation program 63,704 children
were screened to discover hearing
problems.
SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY
Local health—More Kentucky
YUL BRYNNER
counties are being served by fullDEBORAH KERR - In
time public health officers that at
SUGAR CURED
any other time in Kentucky's public health history.
In addition to these services,
Kentucky became the first state to
develop a medical self-help training kit, which is being distributed
by civil defense officials. Designed for group training in emergPURE PORK
ency medical care, it contains 12
instruction courses on subjects
ranging from burns to childbirth.

Health Dept.
Expands Public
Health Services

141111

Two Kentucky
Farmers Win Top
Forest Awards

By next June the University of
Kentucky Student Loan Office
will have approved • well above
half a million dollars in loans to
students over a four-year period.
The funds have been made available primarily through the National Defense Student Loan program set up in 1958.
Under the program, the University puts up one dollar for every
nine dollars made available by the
federal government through the
U. S. Office of Education. In addition, UK pays all administrative
costs of the program, which is directed by Dr. -Elbert W. Ockerman.
Although a student may borrow
a maximum of $500 per semester
,.
Dr. Ockerrnan says the average
loan per semester at UK is $250.
Approximately 450 students can
be accommodated with funds now
available.
Ilome News In The News

)7
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WHEN RANCHING BAD,

through or the 'cattle market i
poor, some Texas'ranchers makt
more- by leasing their land foi
years deer hunters than through
thei:
does, not come agriculture effotts.

HUNTING PAYS OFF
Austin, Tex.
when the crop

Kentucky's new medical care program for the needy, off to a slow
start at the beginning of 1961, has
spent its first year, quietly developing into a major function of
the State Department of Health
and Department of Economic Security.
Though the new program served Only 770 people in its first
month, by the end of the year approximately 50,000 needy Kentuckians had received medical
care and the number of recipients
aided each month has grown,from
about 1,000 to more than 16,000.
Not only has the number of people receiving aid increased considerably during the program's
first year, but the amount and
types of benefits they receive
have been expanded and fees to
doct5s, dentists, pharmacists and
hospitals have bee.n increased.

FEATHER-LIGHT!

We today's

rr
t
,
• •
a T..
drink. Pror.r.,:
hew/ince is irrter.ed ay. and Gni r.cn, 1.v rrt
heart of bourbon goodness rs ler. -r.

you

There is something

new

us

be • ter

bourbon ar..1

Glenmora
a full 90-proof
et K•ntveky $trorght bourbon Whiskey

Only $1.50 /
1
2 Pint
Distributed by tryorsi

nistr. Cc , °yeas-Jeff', KT.

Save to 39c a Yard on Smart Dress Fabrics

39c 49c 59c
YD.

YD.

Choose from cottons, rayons and blends in assorted
solid colors, prints, checks, stripes and geometrics.
Good choice of colors!

Special Purchase!

80-SQ. PERCALE

29c

YD.

Nice, smooth quality. Solid colors and big assortment of prints. Fine for quilts, dresses and children's wear.

FU LTON

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

wS.
iNhilitif TIME

orAraim

OrONNOR

Lv

ICNICS

READY
TO
EAT
LB.

SAUSAGE .. . .3 Lb. 99c

Before trying to remove an ink
stain, check the label on the ink
bottle. Some inks are water-soluble and can be removed by washing; others cannot.

a4WALKER

REWARD!
Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH!
M4

8
Page

FABRIC SALE

Worley Suffers
Shock When House
Catches Fire Tuesday

letunl
. It
fee

Medical Care
Program Off To
Slow Start

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF

MEATY LB.

SPARE RIBS . . . . 49c
U. S. NO. 1 RED
Fancy

POLE BEANS
2 Lb. 39c
YORK NO. 1

APPLES
6 for 29c

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM

TOPPY BRAND

BACON . . . . .Lb. 39c
CHUCK WAGON

BACON . . . .2 Lb. 59c
10 LB. BAG

POTATOES 39c
liNzARAIV FOOD 10i1
CRACKERS 19c
DIXIE BELLE

RADISHES
" 2 Bunches I5c

330

LB. BOX

BIG VALUE

COFFEE 55c
GOI.D MEDAL P. L. or S. R. BAG

Flour 51b. 53c
BETTY CROCKER 3 - 19 oz. Pkg.

CAKE MIX 99c
BETTY ('ROCKER 3 - 4 oz. Pkgs.

FROSTING 89(
QT. CAN

VIM JUICE 31C,
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The wedding plans of Miss
Nancy Carol O'Mar and Charles
Glenn Hajley were announced today by Miss O'Mar.
She is the daughter of Mrs.
Robert Clyde O'Mar, Sr. and the
late Mr. O'mar. Mr. Hailey is the
(Items-gathered along Fulton's merryway
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Carmack Hailey.
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
The double ring ceremony will
be solemnized at six o'clock in the
Ouida Jewell
evening of Saturday, the tenth of
While mostiolks in the area were shivering through February, nineteen hundred and
the coldest spell in many a year recently, two Fulton sixty two at the First Baptist
Church with the pastor of the
pilots and their families_hoarded their private planes Church,
he Reverend Truett Miland took off for sunny and colorful Nassau and the Ba- ler, officiating.
_
A program of nuptial music
hama Islands.
Will be given by Mrs. J. U. McAccording to Margaret Jones, she and Stanley and Kendree,
the organist of the
ind Mrs. John Ragsdale church.,
.their' son, Gordon, 11, and
The bride wilt be given in marand two young sons, had a wonderful, exciting and un- 'Nage
-by her oldest brother, Robfamous
islands.
to
the
trip
usual vacation
ert Clyde O'Mar, Junior. She has

Diary of Doin's

Dr.

I got a good laugh out of Margaret. She has always
been scared of flying over water. "And, when we took
off from Florida for the Bahamas,I got down in my seat
and covered up my head. I stayed that way until we
started to land, too," said Margaret.

COULD YOU PAY $500.00 DOWN?
CAN YOU PAY $50.00 PER MONTH
If sour credit is good. I have a nice home, perfect for growing family, located in good neighborhood, convenient to s,chools,
completely redecorated inside and out, vacant and ready. This
property is located in East Fulton and we will be happy to show
it to you anytime this weekend.

WICK SMITH AGENCY
INSURANCE: I'll. 6't or IGO NIGHTS RFAI. ESTATE

jillillISLiiiiiiiiidilik1111111111141111111111111111111111111111E

. But, later on, down in The Keys man's Club's general meeting
%. Margaret • became brave right Friday afternoon, February 2.
along with Stanley and Gordon.
Lt. Col. Pasco, gave a most vital
The Jones and Ragsdale •fairs- and informative talk on "Nuclear
ilies went so many places_and did Explosion and Fallout Protection."
so many exciting things, I can't At the close 'of his talk he said
.
that the Federal Government will
remember them all.
They paid a visit to an island join with the state and communibefo4e reaching Nassau: They ties in a variety.of ways to help
stayd at 'a big, beautiful hotel provide fallout shelters. Already
e. I believe the only transpor- the' first step towards a realistic
'
.ta ion on that island was bicycles. Civil Defense Program has been
taken by launching the National
The' really enjoyed Nassau! It
Shelter Survey. A representive
had lots to offer. Gordon got a
will come into the town and make
bang out of it all—especially, the
a survey and mark the buildings
English accent of the people.
that provide the best community
Margaret said that tne price of shelter. The -firm in this area is
food and hil!el accomodations Lee Potter Smith and Associates
were out of reasori. For example, of Paducah.
zit a .plush hotel they wanted
Booklets prepared by the De$88.00 a day for • the four adults
partment of Defense was given to
and three children. The Fultoneach one present, namely, The
- rians decid,esi to get an apartment, Family Fallout Shelter and Emerwith maid' service, in '""a private
gency Sanitation at Home.
club.
Mrs. Nathan Wade, vice presiThe-only food prices Margaret
quoted 'ere at a small Place they dent, presided over the business
stopped; once for a snack. Ham- session, in the absence of the
burgers were $1.25 or $1.50, and president, Mrs. Harry Allison. The
an order of pork and' beans With meeting was opened with the
a small weiner was about the pledge of allegiance to the flag
led by Mrs. Hendon Wright.
same price.
Mrs. Wade welcomed members
The Fultonians went swimming,
fishing, sight-seeing, night-club- .and two visitors, Mrs. Floyd Mar• bing and did many other interest- tin of South Fulton and Mrs.
ing things. They also met inter- James Benedict of Clinton.
esting people wherever they went,
The members were reminded
included were a group of French about the dish towel donation and
Canadians. who were staying at' also each one who has a key to
the same club.
the club building to please notify
After about a week in Nassau, the secretary, Mrs. W. C. Jacob
..the Fultunians returned to Flor- (Telephone 1250 so that Ti proper
ida. Finding the weather too bad record can be made.
for flying home in.their small • Announcement was made of the
planes. the Ragsdales took a com- District Piano and Art Contest
mercial plane.
which will be held at the Fulton
The Jones family chose to hop Woman's Club, Saturday, Februand skip over Florida, including ary 17.
The Keys—and other interesting
The hospitality committee conplaces over the south for the next sisting of Mrs. Jack Allen, Mrs.
week. Upon their return home, Clifton Linton, Mrs. L. A. Clifton
after the weather had Cleared up, and Mrs. J. A. Norment assisting
St•ir-dey flew Dr. Ragsdale back to serve44Liffee and cookies during
Florida after his plane.
the solial hour.
From what I hear Gordon Jones
Decorations using the Valentine
cot the biggest kick out of the motif was by Mrs. Ray Graham
trip. and has been in great demand and Mrs. Clint Reeds.
as a speaker since his return home.
The Jack Benny Birthday Club
Mrs. Hendon Wright, .program Met with 'Mrs. Leland Adams
chairman. presented Lt. Col. John Friday, with Mrs, Harry Latta as
0. Basco, Director of Murray- co-hostess. A delicious spaghetti
C:llics-ay County Civil Defense supper was served. Mrs. Leon
l/l•ti,t1 lit
the Fulton Wo- Hutch 'n was honored on her

NOTICE

birthday and the club presented
LONG BEACH, Calif.—Carl W.
her with a .gift.
Misher, boatswain's mate seaman,
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
The annual Lions Club-Rotary M. Misher of 225 WI Wade St.,
Club Ladies Night was held Fri- Fulton, Ky., is serving aboard
day night at the Fulton Country the attack transport USS OkanoClub, with one hundred and sev- Van, operating out of Long Beach,
enteen in attendance, including Calif.
Lions, Rotarians and their ladles.
The ship is scheduled to leave
A delicious smorgasbord was this month for a six-month tour of
served at 7 p. m; by the Park duty with the Seventh Fleet in the
Western Pacific.
Terrace Restaurant.
Dr. Glynn Bushart, president of
.-1711i:111111111111111111114141114411111111111W111111111;111:lir:Plrili111111111111111111111 11111aHlInnemoollI11111111111101111111111111111111LIIIIIYIIIIIIIIIIIMEL!
the Fulton Rotary Club, presided
1
7
and welcomed those attending. :
The Melody-Men furnished the
music for the dance that followed
the dinner.

Don Holder has returned to
Fulton after attending the funeral
of an uncle in Carbondale, Ill.
The local B&PW club met for
its regular monthly meeting at the
K. U. office Tuesday night. Before
the business meeting and program
a pot-luck dinner was enjoyed.
Mrs. Annabelle Edwards presided. Mrs. Kellie Lowe was program leader and presented an interesting program on international relations.
N. 0. Storey of Murray, who is
field representative of the department of public safety, presented a
film entitled "Explore Kentucky
Safely."

Pleased With South
Fulton Mothers March

PROJECT 2,000
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Terry-Norman P-TA .Founder's
Day will be observed at the school
on Thursday at 2:30 p. m. Mrs.
J. H. Patterson will be speaker.
The Fulton County Homemakers
Meeting Schedule for February:
Feb. 8, Fulton, Mrs. Jack Allen.
10:30 A. M.; Feb. 8, Bennett, Mrs.
Hallene Matlock, 10:30 A. M.: Feb.13, Rush Creek, Mrs. Clint Workman, 10:30 A. M.; Feb. 13, Victory,
K. U. Office, 10:30 A. M.; Feb. 14,
Western. Mrs. E. W. Yates, 1:30
P. M.; Feb. 15, Montgomery Mrs.
Parke Wheeler, 1:30 P. M.; Feb.
16, Palestine, Mrs. Leola Mayberry, 10:30 P. M.; Feb. 20, Central, Mrs. Lyle Shuck, 10:30 P. M.;
Feb. 21, Hickman, Club Room,
10:30 P. M.
TRAINING SCHOOLS
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GOAL $1,000

There will be a tea in honor of
past presidents at the South Fulton Founder's Day program at 3
p. m. Thursday in the school library. It is hoped that each past
president of the P-TA will attend. Mrs. Lester Betty will be
program leader.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer H. Wallace of Memphis, formerly of Fulton, announce the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Jo Nell Wallace, to Clayton Gilbert Lewis of
Memphis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Emmett M. Lewis of Clarksville,
Tenn.
The wedding will be solemnized
on March 25 in the Longview
Heights Baptist Church, Memphis.
Miss Wallace was graduated
from Fulton High School, and is
mployeed by American Motors
Sales Corporation.
Mr. Lewis was graduated from
the Clarksville High School and
Deceived a bachelor of science degree from Austin Peay State College in Clarksville. He is employed by Delta Air Lines.
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"THE HEARTBEAT OF THE
KENN - ESSEE AREA"

The Homemakers Class of the
First Baptist Church held its
monthly meeting in the church
parlor Monday at 7:30 p. m. The
hostesses were Mrs. Leon Mann.
Mrs. James Mann and Mrs. Jack
Hogg.
Mrs. Don Holder was dismissed
from Hillview Hospital on Monday of- this week.'§he has been ill
with the flu.

ing this goal, include emphasis on
Parent and Family Life, Health
and Physical Environment, School
Education, Social Welfare, Cultural, Recreational and Religious
Needs.
Mrs. Karl Bader, Louisville,
Kentucky, is President .of the
Kentucky PTA which maintains
offices in the state department of
education in Frankfort. Mrs. Clifford N. Jenkins, Long Island, New
York is National President.
Mrs. James B. Adams, chairman
There are 80 local units and 4 of the Mothers March on Polio in
PTA Councils in the First Ken- South Fulton, reports that $368.98
tucky Districts which includes was collected in the drive.
McCracken, Carlisle, Graves, BalMrs. Adams was real pleased
lard, Crittenden, Fulton, Lyon, with the results and wants to
Trigg, Marshall, ealloway, Hick- - tharar all her workers and the
man, Livingston and Caldwell citizens who supported this worthCounties, the McCracken County while cause.

Wallace - Lewis
Engagement Told

9
1962 City Auto Tags now on sale at City(

°
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Parent - teacher
Astociations
throughout the nation, including
80 units and 4 Councils in the
Purchase District, will observe
the 85th anniversary of their organization's founding on Founders
Day, February 17th.
Each local unit is scheduled to
have a silver tea at their February meeting in honor of Alice McLeilan Birney and Phoebe Apperson Hearst who laid plans for the
First Congress of Mothers to be
held in Washington, D. C. on February 17, 1897.
It was decided at this meeting
that a permanent organization of
parents and teachers should be
set up to promote the welfare of
all school children. To achieve the
goal, it was decided that each organization should be set up on the
state level with community units
to undergrid them.
The Kentucky Congress of Parents and Teachers had a membership of 600 when it joined the national organization on April 17,
1918. This past year its membership totaled 199.963 and the memberihip of the National Congress
was 12,074,289.
PTA's first goal Is to promote
the welfare of children and youth
in home, school, church and community. Activities listed in the
state program for 61-62 in fulfill-

Council, Mayfield City Council,
Paducah City Council and Ballard
County Council.
Mrs. Erl Sensing, Clinton, is
First District President and Mrs.
J. T. Rice, McCracken is Publicity
Chairman for the district. Serving
on the state board besides Mrs.
Sensing are Mrs. James Gadberry,
Paducah who is State Treasurer
and First District Mmbership
Chairman.

Feb. 7, Nutrition, R. E. A. Building, 10:30 P. M.; Feb. 9, Basic
Clothing, Hickman Homemakers
Club Room, 10:30 P. M.; Feb. 10,
Rugs, Hickman Homemakers Club
Room, 8:30 P. M.

••••••••••••••,

Clerk's Office. Deadline is March 1.

chosen Miss Brenda McKeel as her
maid of honor. Her, bridesmaid
will be Miss Priscilla Bone. Robert Lee Hailey will serve the
groom as best man. Edward Ray
Hailey, another brother of the
groom, and Richard Glynn O'Mar,
a brother of the bride will be the
ushers.
Following the ceremony Mrs.
O'Mar will entertain with a private reception limited to the wedding party, relatives, out of town
guests, and a few very close
friends. Assisting at the reception
will be Mrs. William Kekko, sister of the bride, Mrs, Richard
Glynn O'Mar and Mrs. Robert
Clyde O'Mar, Junior sisters-inlaw of the bride, and Mrs. Roy
Collins, sister of the groom and
his two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Edward Ray Hailey and Mrs. Robert
Lee Hailey.

64110MUMMINAWAMWWWMMUMMawaihN

The News reports your - - - -

Wedding Plans Of Nancy 0/Mar And Parent-Teacher Groups To Observe
Charles Hailey Are Announced
65th Anniversary of Founding Soon

Listen to WFULFM Every Friday Night For
OVIr OF TOWYM TRAZZIETRATM, GAMMO
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Agency Has Openings
For Foreign Travel

CPA examination. He is a graduate of Memphis State University
and a graduate of the Law School
at U-T. He is now employed with
the Auther Anderson Company,
an accounting firm.
The Whites have a daughter,
Nelle Allison, who is one and onehalf years old. Mrs. White is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Gibson.
We got the cutest gifts the other
day. They are little do-dads made
from unicorn seed pods. They
were made by Mrs. Lela McAlister of South Fulton. She takes the
seed pods which look like cranes,
puts legs on them, then paints
them colorful colors.
Mrs. McAlister is right smart, I
would say.

riana Islands, Jan. 29.
The Pyro operates as'a unit of
our Seventh Fleet in the Western
Pacific.

The Experiment in International Living, an agency which has
promoted international
understanding since 1932, has openings
in its 1962 summer travel program for both participants and
group leaders, according to Henry
Durham, E. I. L. representative at
the University of Kentucky.
The organization, which attempts to create improved understanding among various peoples
by sending young Americans to
live with families in more than 30
other countries, has a variety of
programs for college and high
school students over 16 years of
age and for junior executives.
Persons interested in complete
information about the Experiment program should write Durham, at the Office of the Vice
President for Business Administration, on the UK campus.

FORT RICHARDSON, ALASKA—Army PFC. Max D. Elevens,
24, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
W. Bivens, Route 3, Fulton, Ky.,
is scheduled to participate with
other personnel from the U. S.
Army,' Alaska in Exercise Great
Bear, a joint U. S. - Canadian
'winter maneuver in Alaska, Feb.
12-21.
The exercise will test cold weather military doctrine and the
ability of the two allied armies to
work together as a fighting team.
Exercise Great Bear will be conducted in the vicinity of Tanacross and Eielson Air Force Base.
one of the most rugged areas over
which an Alaskan maneuver has
ever been held. Principle terrain
features in the 3,200 square-mile
maneuver area are the heavily
forested lowlands of. the Tanana
river valley and the mountains,
which range as high as 4,000 feet,
converging on both Sides of the
.valley.
. ,
'Bivens, who has been Alaska
since last April, is a clerk in the
Adjutant Generals Support Company of U. S. Army, Alaska's Support Command at Fort Richardson. He entered the Army. in December 160 and' Completed basic
training at Fort Hood, Tex.
A 1955 graduate,of South Fulton (Tenn..) High School, Bivens
attended Brevard (N. C.) College
and worked for Allen's Industries
in Los Angeles, Calif., prior to entering the Army.
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Americans are eating about
pounds more potatoes per Per:,,
now than the)"
, did five years at
reversing a downward trenelli
had gone on for more than a gt
eration.

Stubblefield Says
Districting Plan
Is False Report

Five U. S. representatives frtm:
Kentucky have denied a published '
report they have agreed on a pl:m
to redistrict their home state.
The report, published in The
Courier-Journal Thursday, sail
the congressmen — all Democrat,
—had agreed to a plan to reduce
Kentucky from eight to seven
congressional districts and would
present the proposal in the nu.r
future to Gov. Bert Combs and The
the state legislature.
ADNIITIAT.*
'Reps. Carl Perkins Hindiru,-!.
Frank Stubblefield, Murray; W. - DANFORTH
ham Hatcher, Bowling Grl,
Imperial 27 TV
Frank Burke, Louisville, and John
L2710 Series
Watts,.Nicholasville, tiie congressmen named, said they knew nothW id.
,r
in tin
Anglc 2.7 1,1n tore tills.. cztlq.41% ing of any such agreement.
sc:iled-on tinted ,aiet v glass. h.\
"That's ridicurous," Watts said chtst‘e N-77 tlutc.titatic clectr.1
when asked about the reported focus control: ..!.i:11.11)-v,.1t trin•
proposal.
transforincr• powered
Stubblefield, Natc,her and Buck- chassis. ExHilsive "Pictur Circuit '1,6ith
(;uard•'•
et said they .didn't know what
ltron•• tube: Autonyit ir I 'ont
sort of agreement they could Restoration. Long•ringe I Urn •
make.
.tuner. Automat n. tin llt ire,
All-trot
,Perkins said ". . . If they've 3-Stage.
on of
made an agreement, they've made tuning controls. ro,h-poll tunii.
bass-treble, pre-set tine
it without Perkins."
controls. Lighted channel ind
Kentucky is due to lose one seat cator. Satind-ouf.fr..nt, 6' spesi.
in the House becauSe its popula- er. 321:
'
t h., 38' w., 191;.•
tion growth did not keep pact (;rained finish on lv..,rdb.ar.
L2711-Walnu
t,1.27 I2 With that of the rest of the na11..c rny. L2713 - Blond.- I /
tion.
.
uf Admiral Corp.
WORMS, GERMANY—Army 'ad
Under the plan reported by TI
:\1:r.
Lt. Freeman B. Dallas Jr., whose Courier-Journal, present dist!:
S349 95
wife, Carole, lives at 306 Grymes would be enlarged with the
St., Fulton. Ky., was assigned to ception of the 4th and 5th—r.
WOOD and PRUITT T\
the 48th Infantry in.WormA, Ger- f resented by Democrats Fri
many, Jan...1Cf.
i Chelf and Brent Spence—whi •
•
300 Walnut St. 'Fulton
Lieutenant Dallas; a .platon
would be combined, and the :1
O
„ Phone 211 .
leader in the infantry's Headuar- (lefferson County), which won
ters Company, entered the Army ' not be changed.
in 156 and was stationed at Fort
Henning, Ga., before arriving
overseas on this tour of duty.
Only from
Can Come
The 25-year-old officer, son of
gA
en
.n
113 Church St.,
Such Naturally Good
S a 1955 graduate of Fulton Hgh
School and attended Murray State
College.
His father lives at 513 E. Drive.

FRESH-OFF-THE-PRESS copy of the 1961-62 edition of the
We would like to welcome to
Kentucky Industrial Directory is presented to Gov. Bert Combs
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mulby Commissioner E. B. Kennedy (right) of the Kentucky
lingan of 906 Maiden Street, FulDepartment of Economic Development. The volume, compiled
GRASS FIRE TUESDAY
ton.and edited by the Department's Econ
ic Research Division,
is published every two years by the Department in cooperation
The Fulton Fire Department
The Mullingans came to Fulton
with
Kentucky
the
Chamber
of
Commerce. The new volume,
from Memphis. They have three was called out at 1 p. m. Tuesday
the seventh published, lists almost 3,000 manufacturing plants,
children, a little girl two months to put out a grass fire on Park
mines and quarries and other Industrial operations In 436 Kenold, a little boy and another three. _Avenue.
tucky communities.
They are Baptists and he is the
Say "I's In The News"
Texaco Service Station operator
joint Army-Air Force winter
on West State Line.
—BIG BOYStraining exercise at Fort Camp- - and in this corner, weighing
bell, Ky. It is scheduled to end
in at 10 pounds, 15 and 1-2 ounces
GO TO CHURCH
Feb. 4.
- -"Big John." Mr. and Mrs. Willis
SCHOFIELD BARRACKS, HAThe exercise, under the direcHicks are the proud parents of a WAII—Army Pvt.
Robert W. tion of the
new U. S. Strike Combaby boy, born Sunday night at Hunter, whose wife, Margaret,
Accurate
mand (USSTRICOM), is designed
Hillview Hospital. Timothy Lane lives on Route 1, Tiptonville.
to develop joint operational tactics
WORKMANSHIP
Hicks, better known as "Big John" Tenn., is receiving three weeks of
to insure' that Strike Command's
weighs 10 pounds, 15 1-2 ounces. training with other members cit
Army and Air Force units can
At Low Cost
"Big John" has 2 second cous- 'the 25th Division's 14th Infantry
deal decisively with all types of
Watches. Cloaks and Time ins that out-weighed him when at Pohakuloa Training
Area in warfare continuencies. Specialist
rims of AM Rinds Aortathey were born a few years ago. Hawaii. The *exercise is scheduled
Lynch is participating in Red
rately Rspaired at Low Coat
They were J. B. House, 11 and 1-2 to end Feb. 10.
Hills with members of other trnits
by—
pounds, Roy House 11 and 3-4
The 14th is beinV,..tested on its from the Continental Army Compounds. Congratulations to Mr. ability to fire
its
weapons accur- mand and the Tactical Air ComANDREWS
a,nd Mrs. E. L. House of near by ately and
effectively and itsobili- mand vih ich constitute' USSTR1South' Fulton. Yours were "BIG ty to live
Jewelry Company
in the field under simu- 'COM, a combat-ready force capaBOYS".
lated combat conditions. The train- ble of rapid deill.,vment to any
ing will culminate in a three-day part of the world.
live-fire exercise in which the
•
Lynch', a driv, r in the 66th
14th will be supported by tanks
Armor's Company D at Fort
and artillery. This tactical maneuCampbell entered the Army in
ver will test the ability of 25th July
1958.
Division units to work together to
The 21-year-old soldier attendaccomplish their common mission.
ed Cayce High School.
A machinegunner in the 14th's
Company B which is regularly loFORT
CAMPBELL. KY. —
cated at Schofield Barracks in Army
Sergeant First Class John
Hawaii, Hunter entered the Army K. Murray,
sort of Mrs. Vera E.
in September 1961, completed Murray,
FORT SILL. OKLA.—Army 2d
1306 S. Fourth St., Hickbasic training at Fort Leonard man, Ky.,
is participating in Ex- Lt. John A. Mitchum. whose wife,
Wood, Mo., and arrived overseas ercise Red
Hills, .1 two-week joint Linda, lives at 1317 Popular St.,
last December.
Army-Air Force winter training Murray, Ky., completed the 20The 22-year-old soldier, son of exercise at Fort Campbell, Ky., It week. field artillery officer basic
Mrs. Juanita B. Hunter, 707 Well- is scheduled to end Feb. 4.
course at The Artillery and Misington St., Hickman, Ky., is a 1957
The exercise, tinder the direc- sile School, Fort S111, Okla., Jan.
graduate of Hickman High School tion of the new U S.
Strike Com- 16.
and attended Murray (Ky.) State mand (USSTRICOM)
, is designed
The course, designed for newlyCollege.
to develop- joint operational tactics commissioned officers, trained
Before entering
the Army, to insure that Strike Command's Lieutenant Mitchum in communiHunter was employed by the U. S. Army and Air Force units can cations, artillery transport, guidCorps of Engineers, Memphis, deal decisively with all types of ed missile principles, air defense
Tenn.
warfare contingencies. Sergeant tactics and weapons; field artilMurray is participating in Red lery tactics and target acquisition.
FORT CAMPBELL, KY.—Army Hills with members of other units
The school emphasizes leaderSpecialist Four David T. Lynch, from the Continental Army Com- ship and
the practical application
son of Mrs. Nell Stroud, Route 1, mand and the Tactical Air Comof field artillery tactics and techCrutchfield, Ky., is participating mand which constitute USSTRI- niques
in the employment of arin Exercise Red Hills, a two-week COM, a combat-ready force capatillery mortars, conventional canble of rapid deployment to any non, free rockets and guided mispart of the world.
siles.
Murray, a motor sergeant in the
The lieutenant entered the
11th Artillery's Battery A at Fort Army,in May 1961.
Campbell,
207 Commercial
entered
the
Army
in
Phone 58
The 23-year-old officer, son of
August 1950 and was last stationMr. and Mrs. William M. Mitched
in
Germany.
His
wife,
Francis,
JAMES HAZELWOOD
um, Route 3, Hickman, is a 1955
lives in Hopkinsville, Ky.
•
graduate of Western High School,
,UAL KILLEBREW
Hickman and a '1961 graduate of
GUAM, MARIANAS ISLANDS Murray State College.
—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Larry R. Gurley, fireman ap—Upholstering (all kinds:
prentice, USN, son of Mr. and
Americans are using 92 percent
modern and antique
Mrs. 0. K. Gurley of 705 E. State4 more cottage cheese,.97 percent
—Draperies
Line, Fulton, Ky., is serving more nonfat dry milk, and five'
—Awnings, tarpaulins
New is the word for Illinois Central. New as
aboard the ammunition ship LISS times as much sherbet than they
Pyro, which arrived in Guam, Ma- did 10 years ago.
$415 million -spent since the end of World War II.
New power, new electronic devices, new trains to
serve you and all Mid-America faster and more
economically. New with the Illinois Central's own
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SPEAS

Alwavs Ask for SPEAS I

Telephone
Talk
by
H. D. HAYES
Your Telephone Manager

S. P. MOORE & CO.

MAIN LINE

money earned by hauling Mid-America's freight.
Freight moves so economically by Mid-

America's new Main Line that the average cost
to shippers(and that means to you)comes to less
than 11
/
40 per ton mile.
And this is only the beginning. If government
will give us elbow room to diversify and make
efficient use of trucks and barges, as well as rails,
we'll do even more for the economy and prosperity of Mid-America. That's our goal for 1962.
We are determined to help Mid-America grow

• •
However far they are from home ...
They're somewhere near a telephone!

and prosper. We ask all of you to help us by
siding with our efforts to diversify and broaden
the economy of our services.
WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

BETTER BISCUITS
et! time !

RANCH
HOUSE
FLOUR

MAIN UNE OF MID-AMERICA

HOW DO YOU tell a bargain? Seems to me that the way
to tell a bargain is to add up the fail value you get from
the item. And when you consider how many ways and
times your telephone serves you daily.
... its low cost compared with that of other everyday things you use ... you'll
find that no matter how you measure it, your telephone
service is one of the biggest bargains in your budget!
• • • LOOKING 05R SOMETHING? IT'S AT YOUR
.. IN THE YELLOW PAGES!
• • •'
"LET'S CALL THE FOLKS AND TELL THEN!WE'RE
COMING!" How many times have you heard words to
that effect? There's no better way than Long Distance to
settle the details of a visit. You'll be sure you're expected
... and the folks will appreciate your thoughtfulness. It
gives you a good chance to share all the family news, too.
Long Distance is dependable, and low in cost. And so
personal, too. Try it and see for yourself.

Call them Long Distance ... now?
* • •
WHAT'S THE BEST THING next to a comfortable bed?
An extension telephone, naturally! And how much easier
you sleep, just knowing it's there!
• • •
SHOPPING TO BE DONE? And the weather outside is
terrible? Just pick up your phone! Nowadays, more and
more busy homemakers and businessmen are doing their
shopping by phone because it's quick' and convenient.
So next time bad weather or whatever keeps you at home
... shop by phone!
•

•

•

"Sof you said be sur• and put If
in the uadl• when I got through
using ill"

•

The Fulton News, Thursday, Feb. 8, 1962
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CLASSIFIED ADS
1954 Ford Convertible. Will sell
cheap. Contact Hubert Adams
Body Shop, South Fulton.
rv REPAIR: all mates, and models
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
technicians for
factory-trained
black-and-white and color. "Service is our business". Merryman
215 Main Street,
Appliances,
phone 126.

SHIELD MERIT SYSTEM
Now that Kentucky has adopted
a merit system for state employees, ij, must be on the alert for efforts to sabotage the Program. a
University of Kentucky audience
has been told. The speaker, Dr.
Elliot Kaplan, president of the
New York Civil Service Commission, sajd complacency on the part
of the general public will be the
worst enemy of the new system.
The usual procedure at merit-system foes, he said, is to exempt a
few departments or jobs at a time,
in the' ong run rendering the systemuseless.

WANTED:
HELP
FEMALE
TAKE ACTION! Avon calling has
increased the demand for our products. Now is the time to start
ygar 'round earnings. Write Migs FOR RENt. Flom sanding maAlma Catlett, P. ip". Box 1004, Pachine and electric floor polishducah, Ky.
er and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co
CALIFORNIA. Highway construction. Winter work. Long, top FOR SALE: due to ill health, the
paying jobs. Send 30c.& stamped Fulton News Stand. Contact Mrs.
envelope for "Joe News." QDCO, H. C. Sams at telephone 944.
Box 132, Medina-Wash.
IV ANTENNAb: we install—
trade--repair and move. Get
•
NOTICE
our prices. We service all makes
I have been duly appointed
Phore 30" P.oner Television
of
Executor
Jake Huddleston
Any
debts
against Estate TV Antennas: quick and efficient
Estate.
should be presented, properly installation service; all types.
proved, within thirty days from Merryman Appliances, phone 126,
Fulton.
date.
Clarence Pickering
•
Wised it a
DON'T GET UP NIGHTS
Real Estate in Fulton
It takes Just 39c and 12 hours to
start relief—or your money back
---at any drug store. When functionBITRROW
W.
CHARLES
al kidney disorders cause getting
Phone 61
up nights, scanty flow, burning, 909 Walnut
backache, leg Pains, dizziness use 'arm Loans
easy-to-take BUKETS 4-day treatConventionai Loans
ment. Acts fast to increase and
FHA Loans
regulate passage. Now at BENNETT DRUG STORE.
-The very best selection of rea
estate for sale at all times !
•

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE'
t

On "Silting Still"

The annual mid-winter Institute
for Christian- Church ministers
will be held February 8, 7, and 8,
1982 at Morrison Chapel, Transylsrania College. The Institute is
sponsored by the Ministers' Fellowship of the Kentucky Association of Christian Churches in cooperation with Transylvania College and The College Of the Bible.
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A lesson many young jockeys are a long time learning
is to be found in Drums,James
Boyd's novel of American Revolutionary times which includes a vivid account of a
,three-heat match race. The
first heat is lost because the
jockey could not refrain from
use of the whip. The owner
of the beaten horse changes
jockeys putting up a young
friend who protests that he
has never ridden a race. He
was instructed to: "Sit still,
that's all, speak to him." The
second heat was easily won
by "sitting still" and the final
heat, though less easily won,
went to a tired horse that was
held together by a steady rein

while his rival was whinnea
Lric
without benefit.
Guerin, riding in his first
Kentucky...pc/thy in 1947 won
the race on Mrs. Elizabeth
Graham's Jet Pilot, by using
similar tactics. Leadir.g all the
way Guerin "sat till" its the
final drive whilri Eddie A repro
charged up on G. V. Whitney's
Phalanx. Had Guerin, in those
final yards lost his head,
loosened his hold and started
to whip his mount, Phalanx
would have won - by half a
length instead of losing by a
head. On the other hand, had
Arcaro been successful in getting Phalanx up to win by a
nose, Guerin would have probably been severely, if unjustly
criticized for not using his
whip. Phalanx went on to win
1.the Belmont Stakes that year
and emerged as the top 3-yearold of the season. The Derby
was Jet Pilot's only victory of
any consequence.

Art Contest
To Be Held
In Fglton

t

EXCHANGE
Flirniture Company

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Fulton
Phone 20-3
NITES and SUNDAYS'PHONE
20-11 or 247

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

OL'S BOOKKEEPING
AND TAX SERVICE

GLENMORE
VODKA
Charcoal Filtered

WFUL Is Radio Active

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

Lake Street

WE

555 FULTON, KY.

Hospital beds

CHa pel 7-1833

Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

RENT - - - -

WADE

Phone 103

CO

FURN.

FlAton. Ky

Valentine's Day
IS

the

time for...

World Day Of Prayer
To Be Observed Here
Eatili year the first Friday of
Lent is set aside for a time of very
special observance.
On llic;nday morning, February
5, a group of United Church Women met at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church to make preparations for their observance, "World
Day of Prayer."
Chairman, Mrs. Ernest Cardwell,
appointed Mrs. W. 0. Beard, as
leader for the day which will be
held at the First Christian Church
on March 9 from 10 to 11 a m

NEW
REDUCED
PRICES
$A40
'T'4/5 Of.

11110
MONEY'S BACK IN STYLE! Yes, ma'am,
that noblest of all coins, the honest DIME, is
staging a comeback at Piggly Wiggly! Savings by the basketload at Piggly Wiggly's
TEN-CENT SALE! You'll have to shop this
one to believe it, so be SURE to get down to
Piggly Wiggly for this record value food
event! We'll see 'ye, at PIGGLY WIGGLY!
FROZEN

ICE MILK

SUGAR
10 LB. BAG

DIXIE WINNER

ARMOURS

VANITY

DOMINO

3 1-2 GAL. CRT.

FLOUR

TREET
12 oz.

CAN

$1.49

39c
$1.00
Mustard Greens 303 Can
OPPED
CIHS
j
RAIDER
GARDEN Spinach . . 303 Can
Beans . . I Lb.Pkg.
6
7
7
orgirpN
ROCKET
1 Lb. Pkg.
Pop Corn
nine
METRECAL
MIRACLE
SHORTENING
3

GREEN GIANT

PEAS
303 CAN 15c

11191111101111111111119111011811911111911111111MINDRIMENIONIMMINIMMIMMINIMIDIMIRMIIIIIIIRESSEIMINV

BARGAIN HOME FURNISHINGS
Maytage Washer

Extra nice bedroom suites from ___
Living Room suites from
Refrigerators, from
Nice chifferobe
Odd bedsteads. from
Nice recliner chair
Wool rugs, from
_
Chest of drawers _

$42.50
___ $90.00 I
$37.50 a
__ $37.50 N
$19.95 '=
$ 7.95
$32.50
$12.50
$22.50

YOU'LL FIND THESE AT
VMS CAN

OF VMS SO

SN

Wade's Used Furniture Store
SOUTH SIDE DRUG CO.
Broadway at State Line

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"
Phone 478
217 Main Street

S. Fulton, Tenn
iiiilifif111111111911811141111111111

2 LB, PKG.

59c

VELVEETA CHEESE

With Additional Purchase Of $5.00 Or More

12 OZ. CAN

15c

NIBLETS CORN

25 LB. BAG

89c

POTATOES

1 LB. CAN

FAIR WEATHER

59c

SALMON
RUBY RED

5 LB. BAG.

49c

GRAPEFRUIT

CHUCK

ROAST

First Cuts

LB. PKG.

;TEL FOOT

SLICED BACON

49c

PORK CHOPS
WE GIVE S&Il
GREEN STAMPS

Open on Sundays

39c

CALF'S

89c

LIVER Per Pound

ECNJESR59c

ACRES OF FREE
PARKING
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$1.39

69c
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busy
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CRT. OF 6

LB. CAN

LB. BAG

25

89c

WHIP
W. Jar 49c

bee
tha
the
nea

can

6 OZ. CAN
YELLOW STICK OLEO 1 LB.CRT.
303 CAN
PRIDE of ILL. CORN
TALL CAN
MISS DIXIE MILK

Sag

Glenntore Distilleries Co.
Louisville and Owensboro,
Kentucky
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100 PROOF
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Field Agent To Be
In Cayce February 15

-_
Shirley Phillips. Field Agent in
'Agronomy from the University of
Kentucky will be at the Cayce
school
An Art Contest for high
school on Thursday, February 15th
Kenthe
students, sponsored by
at 10:00 a. m. for a discussion of
Painting and paperhanging tucky Federation of Women's improving production practices in
Febproducing soybeans, corn and
Clubs, will be held in Fulton
contractors
ruary. 17, with the Fulton Wo- other grain crops.
Everyone is invited to attend.
man's- club acting as host to contestants from all clubs in First
Benj. Moore Paints
District.
TV TRANSFORMER BURNS
Wallpaper
The contest, which follows a
The Fulton Fire Department
in
preliminray elimination, held
Phone 1610
each local club in the district, was called out at 3:20 p. m. Tueswill be held at the Fulton Wo- day to the home of Stanley BeadMcDowell St., S. Fulton
man's Club building and judging les on Laurel Street, when the
will begin at 10:30 a. m. Contest; TV transformer shorted out and
,mts will register forty minutes caught fire.
'FREE PARKING !
prior to opening of contest.
The purpose of this state-wide
TROUBLE?
contest is to discover and encourage potential talent among our
We can't Iscep you out of it.
young people. In addition to three but with on • of our Low prizes, offered for first, second Cost, three
payment plan
and third, the entry which places
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
from
Across
first will be sent to Louisville for
We can be at your side
Coca-Cola Plant
further competition.
Immediately.
Our Adiustel. Carries His
The age limit is 9th through
Drive-In-Service
Check Book!
12th grades and there may only be
one entry per club. All mediums
Package Ice
Wick Smith Agency
are acceptable and oil paintings
24 Hour Service
must be framed. Others may be
Phone 62 — Nights 160
All
framed.
or
matted
suitably
subjects are acceptable and sizes
must not exceed 24x30 inches.
Originality, composition and color
will be deciding factors by the
judges.
108 Commercial Phone 495
An envelope must be attached
to back of painting containing the
OL Laniscus, 22 years' experience following information: Name of
Residence phone 1011
club and club president; name of
Morita Peeples, 10 years' exper- student, age, address, name of
ience
school and grade.
Residence phone 1277

You'll find more pecans on the
market than ever before - generally, at lower than usual prices.
Try serving pecans with cottage
cheese in a crispy, lettuce cup for
a tasty salad. Or mix them with
your favorite fruit-flavored gelatin—or sprinkle them over peach
or pear halves, pineapple rings,
apple wedges, and grapefruit or

You'll Say they're delicious!

Principal speakers for the In- I
stitute are Dr. Virgil A. Sly, Indianapolis, Indiana; William Martin Smith, Indianapolis, Indiana
and Francis E. Barnes, St. Louis,
Missouri. Worship services for the
Institute will be conducted by Dr.
Dwight E. Stevenson, professor of

RUSSELL BOAZ

r

homiletics at The College of the
Bible.
The theme for the meetings is,
"How Can Christianity Cope With
the World Today?"
Ministers' wives are cordially
invited to participate in the Institute, according to Reed Carter,
minister of the First Christian
Church, Bowling Green. Mr. Carter, president of the Kentucky
Christian Church Ministers' Fellowship will preach the sermon at
the closing session of the Institute.

Institute For
Christian Ministers
To Be At College

OFF AND RUNNING by John I.

First Cuts

39c

OPEN NITELY
TTL 9: P. M.

12:30 P. M. TILL 9: P. M.

Piggly Wiggly
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